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ABSTRACT

Al Khalili, Sereen M. Ph.D., Purdue University, May 2014. Production and Assessment of
Usefulness of Interactive 2-D and Stereoscopic 3-D Videos as Tools for Anatomical
Dissection Preparation and Examination Review. Major Professor: Gordon Coppoc.

Laboratory is an integral part of a gross anatomy course in which students have their
first in-depth dissection experience and explore structure-function relationships.
Students arrive in the course that requires acquisition of a large vocabulary and visual
imagery with scant prior knowledge. Even with extensive preparation on their part, the
task is so difficult that students rely heavily on help from peers, teaching assistants, and
instructors to gain the best from laboratory time. In recognition of the complexity of the
learning task and the limitation on the amount of help available, this research was
conducted to explore the value of educational tools that could enhance learning, make
time in the laboratory more profitable, and decrease dependency on peers, teaching
assistants, and instructors.
Because anatomy is a highly visually based discipline, it was reasoned that interactive
high definition videos with verbal descriptions of dissections would enhance the
learning process. High definition videos of dissections were produced in 2-D and
stereoscopic 3-D formats and compared with the standard dissection guide as tools for
laboratory preparation. Stereoscopic 3-D format was included because of the hypothesis

xviii
that the depth it provides might help students more readily grasp the relationships of
structures to each other. Timing, duration, and tools provided to interact with the
various formats varied with the experiment. The videos consisted of short presentations
(10-14 minutes) of dissection steps or reviews of relationships of structures and were
self-paced so they could be viewed more than once. Questions to encourage interaction
with the materials were integrated into the videos and supplied with the Guide.
Depending on the experiment, data collected included performance on paper and
practical examinations, dissection quality, and frequency of requests for help in addition
to surveys designed to assess ease of use and acceptance of the various presentation
modes.
Results presented in the thesis indicate that videos were superior to the guide in helping
students prepare for dissection and develop understanding of the assigned body
structures and their relationships. With the reservation that mode of 3-D delivery may
play a role, 2-D videos were usually rated more positively than 3-D videos in student
opinions. Both types of videos improved performance on various assessments and
received more positive feedback when compared to the laboratory manual.
This research confirmed the basic hypothesis that videos are effective tools for use in
anatomy education and that they are worthy of significant investment of resources to
help overcome some of the challenges facing anatomy educators.

1

CHAPTER 1.

1.1

INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW

Gross Anatomy Instruction Current Status and Difficulties

Instruction in gross anatomy has a long, distinguished, and successful history, but
revisions in medical and veterinary curricula are forcing all disciplines to re-evaluate the
content and pedagogy by which their discipline is taught. Other pressures include
decreased funding and availability of cadavers, especially in some foreign countries
where there may be only one 20- or 30-year old human cadaver for study. Cadavers for
veterinary anatomy are expensive and, for some species, in short supply. Animal
cadavers are also restricted by strict regulations that limit the use of animals to the
lowest level possible in higher education e.g. Animal Welfare Act and USDA policies for
animal care.(Heylings, 2002; McKeown et al., 2003; Older, 2004; Plaisant, Cabanis, &
Delmas, 2004; Waterston & Stewart, 2005).

Changes in research emphasis and educational needs lead to a shortage in the pool of
people who are pursuing a career in teaching gross anatomy (Green, 1998; Holden,
2003; McCuskey, Carmichael, & Kirch, 2005). Many anatomy departments (42%)
reported a decrease in the number of graduate students
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undertaking the study of human gross anatomy(Malamed & Seiden, 1995), which,
combined with funding challenges, leads to insufficient numbers of teaching assistants
in the dissection laboratory and increased student frustration. Colleges and schools of
veterinary medicine are experiencing similar problems.

Research funding patterns and increased emphasis on cell biology in departments that
typically have responsibility for anatomy instruction, have decreased emphasis on gross
anatomy. Departmental structure and size caused by changes in research emphasis and
reforms in approach to medical education in as many as 20% of medical schools also had
a dramatic impact on departments of anatomy. The shortage of trained anatomists and
the need to have a student-centered curriculum played a role in the change(Collins,
Given, Hulsebosch, & Miller, 1994). Assuming that national research funding patterns
are not likely to change soon, anatomy educators must become increasingly creative in
their teaching approach.

A survey conducted in the period 1999-2000 (Heylings, 2002) revealed that dissection
was retained in 76% of the courses in the U.S. medical schools and that much of it was
taught primarily by clinically qualified instructors. The time-consuming nature of
performing a dissection and learning the different body structures was a limitation for
graduate students and researchers to pursue a career related to gross anatomy.
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There was a relative explosion in the number of students studying medicine and
veterinary medicine during the period the changes in curriculum were occurring so
while the number of qualified gross anatomists was decreasing and anatomy course
place in the curriculum was debated, the actual need for anatomy education increased.
Scotland is but one example of the increase in the number of students over a period of
almost 20 years(Pryde & Black, 2005).

Surveys indicate that anatomists are deeply aware of the issues and that many
departments are experimenting with various solutions (Brown & Silverman, 1999; van
der Valk et al., 1999). Solutions ranged from using multi-media as a supplement for
gross anatomy dissection to the use of various imaging techniques and videos as
substitutes for dissection. Further discussion of the solutions is in the following sections.

1.2

Literature Review of Different Schools to Overcome the Gross Anatomy Problems

Obstacles that faced gross anatomy courses and instructors, prompted the educators to
search for novel solutions. The key solution that educators worked on was to change
their teaching methods. Different teaching methods were used to accommodate the
changes in the curriculum, poorer funding, elevated expenses, low allotted time for
gross anatomy, increased number of students, and shortage of instructors. Educators
mainly worked on using dissection in addition to other supplemental resources that can
help students learn anatomy and be effective in the clinic later in their career
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(Gunderman & Wilson, 2005; Pabst, Westermann, & Lippert, 1986; Spitzer & Whitlock,
1998a).
Dinsmore and colleagues gave a review of different methods for teaching gross anatomy
ranging from having many lectures and dissection sessions, having prosections where
students study previously dissected cadavers, using problem-based learning (PBL) where
students learn gross anatomy through solving a clinical problem, “peer-teaching” where
students perform dissections and then demonstrate their work to other classmates, to
programs without any dissection(Dinsmore, Daugherty, & Zeitz, 1999).

The College of Medicine of Case Western Reserve University used only prosections
during the first year of the curriculum. Then the college offered students the
opportunity to volunteer to do the dissection during the second year of the curriculum.
(Drake, 2007). According to the author this method helped the students to use
laboratory time for effective learning and less for the physical act of dissection.

Many trials have described the production and use of modules composed of three
dimensional non-stereoscopic images, to help students visualize body structures e.g.
brain, brachial plexus, thoracic cavity, heart, inner ear...etc. But few have focused on the
validation of their effectiveness (Brenton et al., 2007; Brewer, D Wilson, Eagleson, & de
Ribaupierre, 2012; Heath & Cohen-Gadol, 2012; Henn et al., 2002; Nicholson, Chalk,
Funnell, & Daniel, 2006; Perry, Kuehn, & Langlois, 2007; Silén, Wirell, Kvist, Nylander, &
Smedby, 2008; Trelease, 1998).
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Radiographs, ultrasound, CT scans, and MRI have also been used to supplement
dissection. These methods have great potential as a tool for teaching (Spitzer &
Whitlock, 1998a). One example of using ultrasound in teaching in addition to dissection
was in the Hanover Medical School in Germany where it increased students’ demand to
add more ultrasonography in the curriculum according to their attitude survey results
(Teichgräber, Meyer, Nautrup, & Rautenfeld, 1996).

Mount Sinai School of Medicine in New York combined the imaging technologies with
hands-on dissection. But this approach was labor intensive for faculty and required help
from disciplines outside the core anatomy faculty (Reidenberg & Laitman, 2002). This
method required help from physicians and clinicians who came and gave talks to
students, and also gave hands-on laboratories. There was no assessment of the
students’ learning improvement. It would be beneficial if learning was evaluated on
both long and short terms.

A study at King Saud University by Alnassar and colleagues(Alnassar et al., 2012) showed
that using 2-D videos of thoracic anatomy and thoracoscopy helped increase student
interest in anatomy. Performance, on multiple-choice questions taken both before and
after the treatment to assess the short term knowledge gained, was also improved
relative to that of students in the traditional lecture style of teaching.
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Saxena and colleagues (Saxena, Natarajan, O'Sullivan, & Jain, 2008) at the University of
California, San Francisco School of Medicine indicated that simply making 2-D videos
available led to no change in performance on anatomy and radiology examinations. But
students who had some usage of videos had significantly higher anatomical
performance as assessed by a radiology and anatomy exam given at the end of an organ
block. Because the use of videos was entirely voluntary, the results were difficult to
interpret because the performance difference could have been due to a combination of
motivation as well as access to the videos.

A study at RWTH Aachen University on the effect of using ultrasound and arthroscopy to
teach joint anatomy to medical students failed to demonstrate an effect on learning
measured by a multiple-choice questionnaire and an objective structured clinical
examination. However, the approach increased student interest in surgery (Knobe,
Carow, Ruesseler, Leu, Simon, Beckers, Ghassemi, Sönmez, et al., 2012).

Team-Based Learning (TBL) and Problem Based learning (PBL) were two methods that
showed promising results. A TBL approach helped students improve their scores on
exams. (Nieder, Parmelee, Stolfi, & Hudes, 2005). Increased use of PBL and Case-Based
discussions is being used in some locations to decrease the emphasis on memorization
and engage the students into clinically based anatomy (Fishleder, Henson, & Hull, 2007;
Gunderman & Wilson, 2005; McCuskey et al., 2005).
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Various authors have concluded that despite the many and varied approaches that have
been used to teach gross anatomy, whether with dissection only, dissection enhanced
by imaging and technology, or technology (multi-media) replacing dissection, none was
definitively shown to be superior and the authors believed that more research was
needed. (Biasutto, Ignacio Caussa, & Esteban Criado del Río, 2006; Bukowski, 2002;
Hallgren, Parkhurst, Monson, & Crewe, 2002). The literature was reviewed by Tversky
and colleagues and showed that there were inconclusive results for research done in the
effect of multimedia learning due to the huge use of multimedia without adequate
research (Tversky, Morrison, & Betrancourt, 2002).

1.3

Learning Theories in Gross Anatomy Instruction

Challenges facing gross anatomy education and various approaches to overcoming them
were discussed in the previous section with the conclusion that more research on
outcomes is needed. It is especially important that the integration of interactive
multimedia be evaluated with attention being given to outcomes. To evaluate the
effectiveness in learning, one needs to know how the learning happened. Learning
theories provide an explanation to the process of learning and help one adjust an
approach to achieve a specific goal in instruction (Driscoll, 2005; Ertmer & Newby,
1993). According to this instruction is considered to be the actual application of the
learning theories in reality(Reigeluth, 2009).
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Because they are relevant to the question being asked in this research, “Imagery in
Learning”, “Cognitive Load Theory”, and “Multimedia Cognitive Theory” will be
discussed briefly.

1.3.1 Imagery in Learning
Imagery as a cognitive strategy is described as the mental visualization of objects,
events, and arrays, and knowledge is stored in the mind through this key pathway
(West, Farmer, & Wolff, 1991). Guillot and Collet have also defined mental imagery as
“Mental imagery refers to the ability to form vivid mental representation of an object or
a movement, by visualizing as many details as possible, and to preserve spatial and
temporal characteristics of actual movement” (Guillot and Collet, 2005a).

Imagery is helpful in instruction and when mixed with other instructional strategies, it
accommodates all styles and delivers information in a proper way (West et al., 1991).
Pictures have been considered as superior in their influence on recall of
information(Berry, Henry, & Lucy, 1997; Paivio, 1971). Enhanced perception of
information by using pictures rather than by text is the basis of its superiority(Kinjo &
Snodgrass, 2000). Another reason is that pictures help in making information
meaningful for the learner (Gage & Berliner, 1998).

Acquisition of names, formation of three dimensional images of body structures, and
relationships of tissues and organs in the minds of learners is a major goal of gross
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anatomy courses. Because the body is something that can be seen and touched, use of
various types of imagery and models as adjuncts to traditional dissection is well
renowned. Supporting materials, such as photographs and artistic renderings, have long
been used. Videos of various types, two dimensions (2-D) and computer generated nonstereoscopic three dimensions (3-D), have also been incorporated.

Theoretical justification for emphasis on use of images of various types has been
provided by multiple authors(Berry et al., 1997; Gage & Berliner, 1998; Guillot & Collet,
2005a; Kinjo & Snodgrass, 2000; Paivio, 1971; West et al., 1991; White, 2010). Regular
2-D imaging has been shown to help students in learning, especially for visual sciences.
1.3.2 Cognitive Load Theory
Anatomy as a visual science requires the learners to work more on the visual aspect of
the learning. Majority of students in the medical and veterinary medical fields come to
the anatomy courses with scant prior knowledge of gross anatomy (Gogalniceanu,
Madani, Paraskeva, & Darzi, 2008; Heylings, 2002; Parker, 2002). Even students with
biology or animal science back grounds have very little knowledge about gross anatomy
as the focus is mainly on the cellular level of anatomy with general and superficial focus
on organs and structures in the body. (Bergman, Prince, Drukker, van der Vleuten, &
Scherpbier, 2008; Older, 2004; Parker, 2002).
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Cognitive load theory explains the learning environment forces that direct the learning
process and how to control them to maximize the learning and minimize the strain of
learners in unfamiliar spheres.(Kirschner, Sweller, & Clark, 2006).
CLT discerns between two main types of memory; long and short-term memory.

Long-term memory is a massive knowledge foundation that is used comprehensively for
all cognitive practices, it is considered as the permanent storehouse of
knowledge(Driscoll, 2005; Kirschner et al., 2006). Short-term memory, or the working
memory, is a stage where information is held briefly for processing in preparation for
conversion to long-term memory if it is deemed sufficiently important for that
transition. It is noteworthy that the working memory is limited in capacity and duration;
information can be processed in limited amount and for short period of time (Driscoll,
2005; Sweller & Chandler, 1994). Due to the restricted capacity and duration, the
cognitive processes that can be applied in the working memory are very basic (Sweller,
1999; Van Merriënboer, Kirschner, & Kester, 2003).

According to the theory, learning occurs when the new information is transferred into
the long-term memory in a meaningful way. The process begins when information is
perceived by the senses and ends when it is stored in some specific mental
representation (meaningful representation) in the long-term memory (Driscoll, 2005;
Sweller, 1994; Sweller & Chandler, 1994). The end result mental representation is called
a schema(Sweller, 1994, 1999; Sweller & Chandler, 1994). The theory suggests that
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information already available in long-term memory, i.e., schemas, enhance the ability to
process the information for transfer to long-term memory. (F. Paas, Renkl, & Sweller,
2003a; Sweller, 1994; Sweller & Chandler, 1991).

Learning is controlled by three cognitive loads. The cognitive load (CL) is any effort that
is put to process information and form schemata and meaningful information (Sweller,
1994; Sweller & Chandler, 1991, 1994).CLT defines three major cognitive loads as: the
extrinsic, intrinsic, and germane. Extrinsic load is the associated with the presentation of
the information to the learner (the medium of presenting information) (Kirschner et al.,
2006; Sweller, 1994). Intrinsic load is associated with the difficulty of the concept to be
learned. Germane load comes from within the learner, from the processing activities
performed to construct schemas and adjusting them according to the new added
knowledge (Sweller, 1999; Sweller & Chandler, 1991).

When the sum of the three loads are within the limits of the individual’s memory
resources then the learning will be effective (Kalyuga, 2007; F. Paas, Tuovinen, Tabbers,
& Van Gerven, 2003b)). The formula to achieve a meaningful learning in the long-term
memory is to increase the germane load and decrease both intrinsic and extrinsic loads
on the learner. This will be required if one is planning to have a smooth learning
process. Proper application of this formula in the real life is a key to being a successful
educator.
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Giving control to learner when interacting with dynamic visuals helps to increase the
germane load and decrease the extrinsic load (Bodemer, Ploetzner, Feuerlein, & Spada,
2004; Schwan & Riempp, 2004). To decrease the cognitive loads and increase the
learning productivity for the new students, it is suggested to give them guidedinstruction (Kalyuga, 2007). This method will help to give the students a clear, organized
instruction on step-by-step of procedures to be performed. This is very helpful when
teaching gross anatomy due to the scant experience the students have in dissection.
Segmentation, visual grouping, variability, and scaffolding are some examples that are
suggested to decrease the loads and increase the efficiency of student’s learning (Khalil,
Paas, Johnson, & Payer, 2005; F. G. Paas & Van Merriënboer, 1993; Van Merriënboer et
al., 2003).

When using multimedia in learning; it is important to focus on the cognitive loads the
learner experiences. Multimedia includes various cognitive loads that may be positive or
negative for producing meaningful learning. For instance, the production of meaningful
learning by watching a short movie can be affected by cues, duration of movie, content
complexity, and learner level of experience(Jeung, Chandler, & Sweller, 1997; Kalyuga,
2007; Mayer, 2005; Sweller, 1994). When one provides the learner with signals to
highlight the key points of the presentation, it will decrease the cognitive load on the
learner and increase the learning (Jeung et al., 1997; Khalil et al., 2005; Mayer, 2005).
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Attention span of the learner is adversely impacted by the length of the presentation.
Such factors should be given special attention while preparing the presentation in order
to achieve a balanced cognitive load for learning (Driscoll, 2005; Mayer, 2005). Also,
learner’s experience is strongly influenced by prior knowledge and familiarity with the
instructional technique. The more experience the learner has with the general topic
being learned, the less time and effort needed to learn (Mayer, 2005; Sweller, 1994; Van
Merriënboer et al., 2003). When the materials are new and complex one must break
them down into modules. This technique facilitates the learning process (Catrambone,
1998; Kalyuga, 2007; Zacks & Tversky, 2001).

1.3.3 The Cognitive Theory of Multimedia Learning (CTML)

This theory is founded on three basics: a) dual-channel long term model systems; b)
limited capacity of working memory; and c) active processing. (Mayer, 2005; Mayer &
Moreno, 2002).

This theory basically discusses how learning is assisted by using multimedia.
The first basic in the CTML is the “dual-code model” for the long-term memory
processing. This model is one of the important models in imagery. It suggests that there
are two separate systems for encoding; one for the verbal (auditory) and one for nonverbal (pictorial) information, but they are interdependent systems. When one has two
separate but interdependent systems for the encoding then one will have a better
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chance of recalling the information (Paivio, 1971; Sweller & Chandler, 1994). According
to this assumption, basic learning starts with the learner receiving selective information
from two channels: pictorial and verbal. The selectivity is based on the limited capacity
of the working memory. In order to process the information, the two sources of
information have to be in the working memory simultaneously.
The auditory (verbal) information enters through the ears and then some words will be
selected for further processing in the working memory. The selection of words is
dependent on the cues and information provided to the learner. The processing of the
selected words will start by organizing them in a cause-effect chain or making
connections with prior knowledge. After this selection and processing of auditory
information, active processing takes place by integrating this piece of information with
relevant parts from the other channel (visual) and also any relative schemas from the
long-term memory.

On the other hand, the visual information enters through the eyes; the learner will
select some of these visuals to be processed as occurs for the verbal information. When
the learner engages in active processing e.g., building a hierarchy of knowledge
“schema”, selecting relevant materials, and connecting information to existing
knowledge; then meaningful learning occurs and information is stored in the long-term
memory (Mayer, 2005; Mayer & Moreno, 2002; Sweller, 1999).
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The seven main principles that control the cognitive theory of multimedia learning are:
multimedia, spatial contiguity, temporal contiguity, coherence, modality, redundancy,
and personalization (Mayer, 2005; Mayer & Moreno, 2002). Multimedia principle is
related to the dual processing systems. It states that deeper learning occurs when
content is presented with simultaneous narration and animations than from narration
alone (Mayer & Anderson, 1991, 1992; Moreno & Mayer, 1999b).

Spatial and temporal contiguity principles contribute when they explain the nature of
the relationship between narration and animation. The spatial contiguity principle states
that deeper learning occurs when the text and narration are placed adjacent rather than
distant from each other on the screen, whereas the temporal contiguity principle states
that the deeper learning occurs when the animation and the narration are being
presented in chorus rather than being presented consecutively(Moreno & Mayer,
1999a). This is usually explained through the use of a labeled diagram versus a video of
the diagram elements. When one has a labeled diagram it will be helpful to the learner
to have the text written close to the area being labeled, otherwise the learner will have
an extraneous load of looking for the correlation between the label and the area
labeled. So to decrease this load it is better to place the text close to the image.

When one considers having a video with narration and text on the screen, the temporal
contiguity principle will interfere. It will be very effective to the learner if the narration
and image were synched together at time of presentation. Otherwise, split attention will
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affect the cognitive process (Mayer & Anderson, 1991, 1992; Mayer, Moreno, Boire, &
Vagge, 1999; Mayer & Sims, 1994).

According to the fourth principle, coherence principle, deeper learning will occur when
instructors designing a multimedia presentation remove accessory information (extra
images, narration, and text). Auxiliary information presents a source of confusion and
distraction to the learner thereby hampering the learning process(Mayer, Heiser, &
Lonn, 2001; Moreno & Mayer, 2000a).

Learning is affected by the type of information being presented and the manner in
which it is presented. According to the modality principle more meaningful learning
occurs when animation and narration are combined, than when an animation is
presented with written text (Mayer & Moreno, 1998; Moreno, Mayer, & Lester, 2000;
Moreno & Mayer, 1999a). This is due to the assumption of the dual coding systems and
the limited capacity of the working memory. When the materials are presented in text
and animation then the eye (pictorial system) will be overloaded by information and will
hinder its capability to sort and process the information. While if presented in both the
animation and narration then the two systems will be working and the capacity will be
balanced.

The redundancy principle is related to the modality principle and it states that
meaningful learning will happen if narration and animation are presented together, but
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not when animation, narration, and on-screen text are presented simultaneously. The
same rationale from the modality principle applies here to the redundancy
principle(Mayer et al., 2001). The working memory of the pictorial system will be
overloaded by information that is related and can be learned by either representation.

The last principal is the personalization principle. It states that when narration is
presented in a conversational rather than formal text or narration, it motivates deeper
learning(Moreno & Mayer, 2000b).When the learner feels that he/she is engaged as an
individual in the learning, the learner may be motivated to put more effort into the
process, thus resulting in deeper meaningful learning.
The theories and principles just discussed were used to guide the design of the
instructional materials used in the experiments described in this thesis.

1.4

Statement of Hypothesis

There are two hypotheses for this research.
a) Interacting with instructional videos (2-D and, especially, 3-D stereoscopic
videos) is superior to interacting with the regular text and cartoon based laboratory
manual as preparation for gross anatomy dissection as judged by dependence on
instructors and teaching assistants and efficient use of laboratory time.
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b) Using interactive videos (2-D and, especially, 3-D stereoscopic videos) will result
in better performance on laboratory examinations than the use of the regular text
and cartoon based laboratory manual.

Rationale for the hypotheses:
Clinical application of anatomy requires that one understand the three dimensional
relationships between structures regardless of body position of the animal (Pezdek &
Evans, 1979; Rajendran, Tan, & Voon, 1990). The “destructive” process of dissection
may hinder the full perception of the real relationships of the different body structures.
Live animal examination and videos provide additional options for visualizing these
relationships. Performance on tests and national board exams is the same when
instruction is computer multimedia based or dissection based, but when the approaches
are combined, students perform better (Biasutto et al., 2006; Bukowski, 2002; Hallgren
et al., 2002).

Although 2-D videos (regular videos) have been widely used, their effective on the
learning process has not been properly assessed (Alnassar et al., 2012; Knobe, Carow,
Ruesseler, Leu, Simon, Beckers, Ghassemi, Sonmez, et al., 2012; Saxena et al., 2008).
Therefore, one of the goals of this research is to assess the value of interactive 2-D
videos on learning.
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Stereoscopic 3-D imaging (the addition of an illusion of depth to a flat image by use of a
special glasses: Merriam-Webster dictionary) may be better than the regular 2-D
imaging given the depth it adds to the pictures/videos. Thus, it is hypothesized that it
may help students build their own internal image of structures and objects in a visual
science such as anatomy.

Richards and colleagues, reported that students preferred 3-D images as a tool for
studying anatomy and that those students had better and clearer mental images when
they saw the images after 3-weeks of laboratory dissection than those who did not see
the images or those who saw them before the laboratory session (Richards, Sawyer, &
Roark, 1987).

Other published research on use of 3-D modules for teaching gross anatomy were
mostly dependent on computer-generated rotations with scant assessment of their
effectiveness (Brewer et al., 2012; Heath & Cohen-Gadol, 2012; Nicholson et al., 2006;
Silén et al., 2008). Thus, it is hypothesized that use of interactive 3-D stereoscopic videos
would provide an experience that more closely mimics normal human vision during a
dissection, thereby enhancing the ability of students to create mental images of
anatomical structures and their relationships.
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CHAPTER 2.

MODES OF PRESENTATION OF STEREOSCOPIC 3-D VIDEOS: PREPARATION
AND DISPLAY MODES

2.1

Problem Identification

The physiologic basis of 3-D stereoscopic vision is complex. Acceptability of 3-D images
is highly dependent on the quality of the source videos with respect to depth of field
and the mode of delivery (M. Lambooij, IJsselsteijn, & Heynderickx, 2011; M. T.
Lambooij, IJsselsteijn, & Heynderickx, 2007).

Preliminary experiments revealed that high quality source material for creation of both
2-D and 3-D videos could be obtained using two Sony HandyCam HDR-SR12 cameras
mounted side-by-side. Delivery of streaming high quality 2-D color videos did not
present a problem because high quality computer monitors are widely available.
Delivery of streaming high quality 3-D was more complex because some experiments
presented in this thesis were performed before consumer level 3-D video became
common and cost-effective for delivery to large numbers of students. To determine the
possible effect of various modes of presentation on the results, four methods of delivery
were evaluated in an IRB approved experiment (Protocol# 1004009161“, a copy of the
IRB approval can be seen in appendix A).
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2.2

Methods

The opportunity to participate in an experiment to assess the acceptability of four
methods of presentation of 3-D stereoscopic videos was advertised to all students in the
Purdue DVM and Veterinary Technology programs. Volunteers who completed the
experiment received a gift certificate for a food item at a local fast food establishment.
Fifty eight students volunteered (55 DVM program and 3 Veterinary Technology
program) to participate. The age range was 24-27 years and the ratio of male:female
was 1:3.

2.2.1

Creation of Videos and Delivery Methods tested

A 3-minute video of the dissection of a goat heart was produced in four stereoscopic 3-D
delivery modes. Glasses and computer devices used for each delivery mode were: SIDE-BY-

SIDE, ANAGLYPH, ACTIVE 3-D, and PASSIVE 3-D.

Raw video images of dissections were obtained from two slightly divergent angles by
placing two identical cameras (Sony HandyCam HDR-SR 12) as close together as possible
on a dual camera mount (Jasper Engineering) attached to a ball head on a tripod
(Manfrotto #482). High definition videos in native “MTS” format were imported from
the cameras into Adobe Premiere Pro CS4R. The videos were synchronized so that each
pair of clips started and ended at the same exact point. Individual video streams from
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each camera were further processed to produce matching format and color for the
mode of delivery to be used.

2.2.1.1 SIDE-BY-SIDE Method
For the SIDE-BY-SIDE method of display, each video stream is changed to a size that will
allow the left and right images to be presented side-by-side on the monitor. With the
naked eye, one sees two nearly identical full color video streams. These are essentially
the same as viewing a 2-D image, but the images are half the size. Various methods can
be used by viewers to make the videos appear stereoscopically. Most viewers require a
tool that allows the left eye to see only the left image and the right eye to see only the
right image. The LOREO Pixi 3-DR viewer is a box-like tool that has a lens for each eye.

For the optimum 3-D stereoscopic image to be seen the subject must find the “sweet
spot” for viewing by moving the head from left to right and closer or further from the
screen until the images converge comfortably. The final image has true color and is
reasonably tolerant of small errors in camera angle during the video recording, but does
not present an image that fills the entire video screen. That is for each eye the image is
half the size of images viewed by other methods. It is also less comfortable for persons
who wear glasses.
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For distribution to students, the videos were streamed from a Purdue University web
server as H.264 encoded mp4 files. Video size was adjusted so the left and right image in
the same video stream would fill the 17-inch computer monitors available in the Purdue
University student computer laboratories. Using this technique, up to 40 students could
view the images simultaneously without slowing the delivery of the video stream. This
mode can be used by students on standard computers with a video stream distributed
via a web interface or from data or video DVDs. The LOREO Pixi 3-DR viewers are
inexpensive so this mode, while relatively primitive, could be used for distance
education.

2.2.1.2 ANAGLYPH Method
The ANAGLYPH mode is similar to the familiar red-blue images that were introduced
early in attempts to produce 3-D stereoscopic images. However, the red-blue method
does not preserve full color for the viewer. A Danish company, ColorCode 3-D
(http://www.colorcode3d.com/ColorCode _3-D.html ), copyrighted a commercially
available method of producing 3-D images using the colors ochre and blue.

For this anaglyph 3-D method, the eye viewing through the ochre, or yellow, lens sees
nearly full color in 2-D, while the other eye views the same image through a dark blue
lens. The image viewed through the dark blue lens completes the full color image to the
brain while adding the second perspective to create depth. This method was
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popularized by a PepsiColaR Super Bowl advertisement for which millions of cardboard
ochre/blue glasses were distributed so viewers could enjoy the ad on their home TV.
The researchers were fortunate to obtain hundreds of the cardboard glasses to use for
many of the experiments reported in this thesis. Ochre-Blue glasses are now available
commercially.

The only requirements for viewing 3-D stereoscopic videos by this mode are a typical
computer monitor or TV screen, a pair of ochre/blue glasses, and a video stream making
this an extremely cost effective mode for distributing stereoscopic videos. Images are
full color and can completely fill whatever screen is being used.

Appropriately synchronized left and right full color videos were exported from Adobe
Premiere CS4R as separate left/right blu-ray quality mpeg 2 files. Then these files were
imported into Adobe After Effects CS4R. With the left camera image on the top layer and
the right camera image on the bottom layer, the bottom layer (right camera image) was
desaturated, to make it black and white.

Every full color video has RGB color fields (independent channels) playing
simultaneously on top of each other. In After Effects CS4R, it is possible to place a
completely separate video stream into each of the three color channels. Thus, the After
Effect’s “Set Channels” effect was applied to the top layer that contained the stream
from the left camera. The now desaturated images that originated from the right
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camera were placed in what had been the left camera stream’s blue channel. The left
camera’s red and green channels remained untouched. Thus, in the video stream sent to
the monitor the blue channel contained images captured by the right camera and the
remainder of the stream was from the left camera. The resulting product was exported
as a blu-ray mpeg 2 file and played using the VLCR media player on a standard computer
to be viewed with ochre/blue tinted 3-D glasses.

2.2.1.3 ACTIVE 3-D Method

The ACTIVE 3-D method uses LCG glasses (Liquid Crystal Glasses) in which the computer
image and glasses transmit light only when the appropriate lens crystal is activated and
synchronized so that the left eye sees only the left image on the screen and the right
eye sees only the right image one after the other while alternating 60 times per second
so that each eye sees video at standard 30 frames per second. Viewed without glasses,
the left and right images alternate so rapidly that the change is barely perceptible.
However, with the LCG glasses the image intended for the left eye is presented while
blocking the right eye's view, then the right-eye image is presented while blocking the
left eye. This process is repeated so rapidly that the disruptions do not interfere with
the perceived fusion of the two images into a single 3-D stereoscopic image.

To display the videos, one needs a monitor capable of at least a 120 Hz refresh rate. A
Samsung SyncMaster 2233RZR was used for this project. The technology also requires a
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compatible video card, glasses, and software to control the process. For this project, the
Nvidia GeForce 3-D VisionR package was used. This package includes Nvidia GeForce
9800 GTX+ Vision active 3-D glasses and an infrared emitter. The infrared emitter
attaches to the computer and produces an infrared burst signal detected by the glasses
that synchronizes the screen with the glasses.

Full-screen, full-color videos, one stream for each eye, were exported as individual
separate high definition blu-ray mpeg-2 files. The separate files were played using
Nvidia 3-D Vision Video PlayerR, which allows one to display the separate left and right
movie files. The video player does the work of coordinating the video streams and the
active glasses. It also includes controls to manually adjust for parallax discrepancies.

A limitation of this display method is that the LCG glasses require direct line of vision
contact with the infrared emitter and the cost of the equipment. However, if these
obstacles are overcome, the quality of the images is high and there is no “sweet spot”
problem.

2.2.1.4 PASSIVE 3-D Method
The PASSIVE 3-D method produces 3-D stereoscopic images by simultaneously
displaying two images (one for each eye) on the same screen. However, the monitor
polarizes every other interlaced scan line in 180o opposition so that when viewed
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through glasses with polarized lenses, each eye sees a unique image. Expensive,
sophisticated technology is required to display videos by this method. For this research,
a Hyundai W240SR circular polarized monitor with a large resolution of 1900 x 1200
pixels was used. This monitor outputs every other scan line with opposite circular
polarization. Real-DR circular polarized glasses were provided for each person to view
the videos.

Synchronized left and right video streams were exported individually from Adobe
Premier CS4 as blu-ray quality mp4 files. The left and right video files were separately
imported into Adobe After Effects CS4R where they were merged to create a new
composition. The video streams were layered vertically and the “3-D Glasses” effect was
applied to the video in the top layer. In the After Effects “effect controls” the tab
associated with “left view” was set to the right camera image and the left camera image
was set for the “right view.” This is counterintuitive, but After Effects switched the fields
when it exported them. The combined video was then exported as a blu-ray quality
mpeg-2 (m2v) file using the “3-D view tab / interlace Upper L and Lower R” method. Of
various options tested, best results for clarity and motion were obtained using the VLC R
program to display the videos.

2.2.2

Experiment Design

Volunteers experienced four different delivery modes delivered in random order. A set
of prepared instructions was read to participants before they viewed the videos and
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completed the questionnaires. Demographic information such as sex, age, major, and
year in the major was collected before the students viewed the videos. Acceptability
information was collected in stages. Information about each mode was collected
immediately after the experiencing that mode. Perceptions of the relative acceptability
of the modes (preferences) was collected after students had experienced four all modes
of delivery. Students were asked to not discuss the experiment with colleagues to help
prevent bias on the part of future volunteers.

Four workstations, one for each delivery mode of the same content, accommodated up
to four volunteers at a time in the research laboratory. The starting point for each
volunteer and the order in which the videos was viewed was randomized at the very
beginning of the overall experiment to minimize interaction of the modes of viewing on
acceptability and preference. Thus, for each session, the starting point for each student
and subsequent order was random. Students were allotted approximately 10 minutes to
view the 3.5 minute video and complete the questionnaire for that stage. They then
moved to their next assigned workstation and repeated the process until they have
experienced each of the four modes of delivery. At the end, they completed the
questions on the questionnaire that dealt with the “comparative” aspects of the
experiences and the potential value of the technology.
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2.2.3 Data Collection and Analysis
Data was collected from survey filled out by the volunteer students. Questionnaire
contained multiple-choice questions with 5-point Likert scale ranging from “strongly
agree” to “strongly disagree” and one open-ended question. The questionnaire is
presented in Appendix B. All data collected was analyzed by SPSS statistics 21 software
package. Kruskal-Wallis test was used to find significance between student’s
preferences of each delivery mode with p-value set to 0.05.

Open ended questions were categorized to show the student’s opinions and suggestions
for use of 3-D stereoscopic videos in teaching gross anatomy. Reponses were
categorized by three persons, the primary investigator and two un-related persons in
different settings, to minimize bias. There was 100% agreement in the categorization by
the three individuals.

2.3

Results

2.3.1 Quantitative Results
There was a statistically significant difference (P<0.05) between the four 3-D delivery
methods in terms of perception of the depth in an image, the disorientation, eye strain,
and headaches associated with the viewing of the stereoscopic images/videos.

The ACTIVE 3-D method of delivery ranked as the best in terms of the ability to detect
the stereoscopic nature in a video (P=0.001). It was followed by the PASSIVE 3-D mode
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and the last were both the ANAGLYPH and SIDE-BY-SIDE modes, Figure (1). ACTIVE and
PASSIVE 3-D afforded the preferred modes for viewing the videos relative to the SIDEBY-SIDE and ANAGLYPH modes with a significant difference (P) of 0.0001; see Figure (2).
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Figure (1): Ability to Clearly Detect 3-D Stereoscopic Nature of the Video
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Figure (2): Acceptability of the Paraphernalia Associated with Different Viewing
Modes

ACTIVE 3-D and PASSIVE 3-D modes, together, were highly preferred for their realistic
image compared to SIDE-BY-SIDE and ANAGLYPH (P=0.0001), but were not different
from each other, Figure (3).
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Figure (3): Acceptability of the Realistic View of the 3-D Stereoscopic Video of
the Dissection
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ACTIVE 3-D and PASSIVE 3-D were not significantly different from each other with
respect to ease of identifying structures and their relationships in a video. But they were
higher than both SIDE-BY-SIDE and ANAGLYPH (P = 0.0001). SIDE-BY-SIDE and
ANAGLYPH were not significantly different from each other, Figure (4).
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Figure (4): Ease of Identifying Structures and their Relationships

When watching a video or viewing a stereoscopic image, you need to find your “sweet
spot” which is the spot where you can view the 3-D in the best way. The “sweet spot”
needs the person to change his/her position until the eyes are able to detect the 3-D
and the image will pop-out in real 3-D. When students were asked for their preference
in terms of adapting to the viewing method; ACTIVE 3-D was the best with significance
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that reached P = 0.001. As you see from Figure (5), PASSIVE 3-D was in the second place
followed by SIDE-BY-SIDE and ANAGLYPH at last.
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Figure (5): Ease of Adapting to the Mode of Viewing 3-D Video of Dissection

For visual discomfort that sometimes occurred to the persons during watching a
stereoscopic video, ACTIVE 3-D again scored the best (P= 0.0001) and PASSIVE 3-D being
second, but both SIDE-BY-SIDE and ANAGLYPH have been the highest with visual
discomfort and there was no significant difference between them, Figure (6).
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Figure (6): Students’ Response to the sentence “I experienced no Visual
Discomfort while Viewing the Video”

While adapting to the video, slight disorientation might happen. According to student’s
reporting, ACTIVE 3-D was the least among the four delivery methods in terms of the
disorientation that might occur (P=0.02). Other three methods were not significantly
different from each other, Figure (7).
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Figure (7): Students’ Response to the Sentence “I experienced minor dis
orientation while adapting to the video”

The brain processing of the stereoscopic images might be stressful; causing eye strain.
Results of student’s opinions showed that ACTIVE 3-D was the best by having the least
eye strain experienced during watching the video by significance that reached a P value
of 0.001, see Figure (8). SIDE-BY-SIDE and ANAGLYPH methods were of the same level
with no significant difference in-between them, while PASSIVE 3-D was the second best
method after ACTIVE 3-D with a P value of 0.002.
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Figure (8): Experiencing eye strain throughout the viewing of the video

Another side-effect related to watching stereoscopic 3-D videos/ images for prolonged
time is to have headache. There was no significant difference in the amount of
headache produced from any of the four methods, majority of students agreed that
there wasn’t much headache caused by viewing the 3-D video, see Figure (9).
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Figure (9): Viewing the Video Caused to have a Headache
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Students recommended the ACTIVE 3-D method to be the main method of viewing a 3-D
stereoscopic materials (P = 0.0001), PASSIVE 3-D came in the second place (P = 0.001),
see Figure (10). The same trend was noticed when students were asked of their
preference of 3-D modes of delivery, see Figure (11).
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Figure (10): Recommending this Method of Distributing 3-D video to Other
Students
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Figure (11): Preferring to View More 3-D Videos of Anatomic Dissections Using
this Mode

2.3.2 Qualitative Results
The survey had an open ended question that asks students to write their comment
about the different mode of 3-D delivery and the application of stereoscopic 3-D in
teaching anatomy. This section will present the results gained form analyzing the
student’s comments. As mentioned in the 2.3.4 section the analysis of these comments
was done by sorting the comments into groups of positive and negative comments and
the analysis was conducted by the researcher and two other people. The open ended
questions gave an insight of specific feature that either enhanced or hindered the
preference of any of the four methods of stereoscopic 3-D modes. Tables 1-6 summarize
student’s comments classifications.
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Table (1) presented how the SIDE-BY-SIDE method had more negative comments than
other modes of delivery. This was also confirmed by the preference questions that have
been presented in the previous section. Main complaints were that it was difficult to see
details with that small picture size. In addition to that eye strain and not being able to
find the spot where the two images can converge into one 3-D image were among the
reasons that SIDE-BY-SIDE was disliked.
Table 1 Classified Student’s Comments Regarding the SIDE-BY-SIDE Method of Delivery
Delivery Mode

Negative comments

Count

Positive

Count

comments

SIDE-BY-SIDE

Multiple screens / hard to see details

5

Pictures too small

3

Hard to find 'sweet spot'

3

Eye strain

2

Note taking not easy

1

Took more time (flipping sides)

1

Seeing depth difficult

1

Very clear

1

As mentioned in Table (2), ACTIVE 3-D method preference was supported by the
student’s comments. The students expressed that they do like it, easy to visualize, good
picture size, good perception of the 3-D depth, and importance for the laboratory
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preparation. Some students did mention the disorienting movements and the glasses
size (were of one-size and one student said it was not fitting to his face) as negative
points.

Table 2 Classified Student’s Comments Regarding the ACTIVE 3-D Method of Delivery

Delivery Mode

Negative comments

Count

Positive

Count

comments
ACTIVE 3-D

Quick movements

2

disorienting
Need to resize eye viewing
piece to fit Individual faces

Student

10

preference
1

Easiest to

3

visualize
Good for lab

2

prep
Clear center

2

field
Good depth

1

Realistic

1
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The ANAGLYPH method was not mentioned much in student’s comments but the things
mentioned about it was that it had some disorienting movements at some points and
one student mentioned that the color was off at one point in the video, see Table (3).

Table 3 Classified Student’s Comments Regarding the ANAGLYPH Method of Delivery

Delivery Mode

Negative comments

Count

Positive

Count

comments
ANAGLYPH

3-D - distracting / disorienting

2

Distracting Colors

1

The PASSIVE 3-D method of 3-D delivery was very popular as was the ACTIVE 3-D
method. Students did like it and mentioned that in their comments. Students expressed
how the PASSIVE 3-D method was clear, realistic, good perception of depth, easy to use,
and least in the amount of eye strain experienced while viewing the video, see Table (4).
Although the PASSIVE 3-D method was highly perceived by students, some comments
revealed that there were some negative effects e.g. headache, fuzzy picture at times of
fast actions, and being hard to see at certain points.
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Table 4 Classified Student’s Comments Regarding the PASSIVE 3-D Method of Delivery

Positive
Delivery Mode

Negative comments

Count

Count
comments
Best clarity,

PASSIVE 3-D

Fuzzy when quick action

2

depth, all around

11

ease
Hard to see

2

Realistic

4

Least amount of
Headache

2

2
eye strain
Easy to adjust

1

Good for pre-lab

1

In Tables (5) and (6), student’s comments regarding the use of videos in anatomy
learning revealed some aspects of the videos that the students liked or disliked. In
general, students liked to have videos in both 2-D and 3-D to learn anatomy.
Many students have noted of how helpful the 2-D materials would be to learn anatomy,
review for the laboratory, and desired the ability to control playing the video. On the
other hand, majority of students welcomed the use of stereoscopic videos for learning.
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Students stated how 3-D materials would help them to learn, and prepare for the
anatomy laboratory; especially if the materials are hard to see like the arteries and
nerves. Also students think that the videos would help at the time before the exam
where the laboratory is closed and they don’t have access to cadavers to review
materials for the practical exam. Also some students mentioned how the 3-D is good as
supplement for the dissection at the laboratory and that they would like to have access
to the materials at home.

Despite the positive views of stereoscopic 3-D materials, students articulated some of
the negativities surrounding the technology itself. Many students mentioned that 3-D is
good but cannot replace the laboratory dissection, while others mentioned how they
had headaches and sometimes disoriented/fuzzy picture at times the video was showing
quick movements.
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Table 5 Classified Student’s Comments Regarding 2-D Videos in General

Video type

Negative comments

Count

Positive

Count

comments
2-D video

Material

6

helpfulness
Good for review

1

Good

1

supplement to
dissection
Can pause /
appreciate
structures

1
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Table 6 Classified Student’s Comments Regarding 3-D Videos in General

Video type

Negative comments

Count

Positive

Count

comments
3-D video

Cannot replace

5

dissection/anatomy lab
Glasses difficult or not

Material

24

helpfulness
2

Good lab prep

11

2

And good for

7

comfortable (if you wear glasses)
Headaches

review especially
when lab is
closed for set-up
(before exam)
Lack of smooth image when quick
action

1

Good
supplement for
dissection

6
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Table 6 Continued...
Eye strain when video is long

1

Good for review

6

3-D - good intro

3

to dissection of
small structures
(arteries,
nerves…etc)
Easier than 2-D

1

for exam review
Can pause /

1

appreciate
structures
Would like to

1

view / home
computer
Good review for
repeating
students

1
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2.4

Discussion and Conclusion

2.4.1 Discussing the Results
The ability to view materials in stereoscopic 3-D is affected by several factors: quality of
the gadget needed to view the 3-D, distance needed to be able to detect the 3-D, ability
to detect a good quality 3-D, degree of visual discomfort produced while viewing
(headache/nausea/eye strain), and accessibility of the 3-D to viewers. This experiment
aimed at choosing the proper 3-D delivery method that can be used in teaching
anatomy with the best 3-D detection, least visual discomfort, easy to be adopted and
used by students, and reasonable cost.

Four delivery methods were investigated in this experiment through attitude survey.
Students’ preference of any of the four delivery methods was dependent on their own
experience with the method. This preference results was dependent on comparing
different qualities and features of each delivery method through the student’s answers
to the survey.

ACTIVE 3-D method offered a good delivery of the 3-D that made students to better
detect the 3-D and associated depth as see in Figures (1-3). In comparison to other
methods ACTIVE 3-D was significantly different than other methods in almost all aspects
except for experiencing headache from viewing the video where there was no
significant difference between the four methods, Figure (9) but there was a trend that
ACTIVE 3-D was among the methods with low headache associated with using the
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delivery method. PASSIVE 3-D method showed a similar trend but it was less favorable
than the level of ACTIVE 3-D that made it to go to the second place. PASSIVE 3-D was
less favorable as it had some issues with the technique: headache, fuzzy picture, or hard
to see details of image, Table (4). But in general, ACTIVE 3-D and PASSIVE 3-D methods
were better than both ANAGLYPH and SIDE-BY-SIDE.

The favorable methods, ACTIVE 3-D and PASSIVE 3-D, were easy to distinguish away
from the SIDE-BY-SIDE and ANAGLYPH. But the difference that was not easy to detect
was the one between SIDE-BY-SIDE and ANAGLYPH methods. Paraphernalia was a good
factor in differentiating the two methods. The SIDE-BY-SIDE had low acceptability of the
gear used to view the stereoscopic 3-D while it was better accepted for that of the
ANAGLYPH method, Figure (2).

The gadget, here is the glasses, was easy to use and to adapt to it by students in the
ANAGLYPH method than that in the SIDE-BY-SIDE method. The ANAGLYPH method had a
glass that look like a regular glass except it is made of paper, while that of the SIDE-BYSIDE was a box-like device that was uncomfortable to be used. Visual distress was
another factor affecting the differentiation of the four methods and it was the least in
ACTIVE 3-D and PASSIVE 3-D while it was more with SIDE-BY-SIDE and ANAGLYPH
methods.
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Visual discomfort is one of the critical factors that many researchers in the area of
ophthalmology, neuroscience, technology and engineering investigated thoroughly.
Visual discomfort is several health symptoms that are result of viewing stereoscopic 3-D,
e.g. eye strain, headache, and nausea(Ukai & Howarth, 2008). According to the research
visual discomfort is inevitable when viewing stereoscopic 3–D, it can be reduced but
until now there is no one delivery method that is visual-discomfort free(Knorr, Ide,
Kunter, & Sikora, 2012; Kooi & Toet, 2004).

Visual discomfort could be a result of errors in producing the video (alignment or
illumination of 3-D images), aligning the distance between the screen and the viewer,
failure to detect or form stereoscopic 3-D image by the viewer, eye accommodation and
convergence, and health issues of the viewer(Bando, Iijima, & Yano, 2012; Ukai &
Howarth, 2008).

Figures (6-9) shows how the visual discomfort was an issue to the viewers and affected
their acceptability of stereoscopic delivery methods. It was not surprising that the lesser
visual discomfort, the better is the method for viewers. Figure (7) and student’s
comments in Tables 1-4 explain one aspect of the visual discomfort by means of the
disorientation.

Disorientation was the least detected in ACTIVE 3-D followed by the other three
methods at a same ranking. Students have explained that order when they made
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comments for each method and how they experienced fuzzy or hard to detect 3-D
image. Fuzzy image can be a result of wrong distance between the screen and the
viewer or errors in image when producing the video.

For the PASSIVE 3-D the reason was simply from the stereoscopic effect. SIDE-BY-SIDE
visual discomfort was explained through student’s comments in Table 1, as many
showed how the 3-D picture is resulting from two images that they have to find the right
spot for it to get the 3-D perception, and how this along with the headache and eye
strain produced from viewing did not help them to be able to see the structures in the
image very well. ANAGLYPH method discomfort came from colors effect on the image
that distracted the brain to produce the 3-D image correctly.

Figure (5) showed that adaptation to the mode of delivery in ACTIVE 3-D and PASSIVE 3D methods was the best, while SIDE-BY-SIDE came later with the ANAGLYPH method.
The degree of adaptation affected the student’s acceptance of the image realistic
nature. Figure (3) showed how the realistic image seen in 3-D was the best for ACTIVE 3D and PASSIVE 3-D as first place methods followed by SIDE-BY-SIDE and lastly is
ANAGLYPH.
This realistic image was accompanied by easy perception of the depth and clear
detection of stereoscopic nature of the image, Figures (1-3) and lead to better
identification of details in the image as seen in Figure (4).
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Detection of 3-D was different between the different methods, Figure (1-3). The
paraphernalia nature and easiness to use was one reason to detect the stereoscopic
nature of 3-D methods. Another reason is the visual discomfort. The eye when first
perceive the images from both right and left sides, it sends the information to the brain
in which it combines the two sources to come up with the final image and adding the
depth to it, that is the stereopsis ability of the brain.

In order to get the image transferred with all details the eyes are adapted to do the
convergence and accommodation. Convergence is dual movement of both eyes toward
the inside in a trial to focus on one object with all of its details, while accommodation is
the ability of the eyes to maintain sharp focused image of an object according to its
distance from the eye(Bando et al., 2012; Ukai & Howarth, 2008).

Cues, such as the shades/ illumination, size of object, location of object in relation to
other objects, and familiar sizes and measurements, that the eye uses to get the depth
perception to the brain are critical. When your eye loses any of these cues then your
brain will receive less information and trigger the eyes to use their accommodation and
convergence abilities to maximize the information and image details gained. This causes
the strain to the eye leading to visual discomfort. Also if the alignment of the images
from the production of the image/video was not correct then there will be confusion in
the brain in which it tries to align the images to come up with an image that is expected
in the brain collected information, and leading to eye strain and headache. Nausea is a
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reflex when the viewing of stereoscopic images is for longer times. The longer you
watch stereoscopic images, the more likely you experience visual discomfort (Kooi &
Toet, 2004; M. T. Lambooij et al., 2007; Ukai & Howarth, 2008).

According to student’s evaluation of the four delivery methods, it was very clear that
the ACTIVE 3-D was in the first place, followed by PASSIVE 3-D in second place, third
place was for SIDE-BY-SIDE and the fourth was for ANAGLYPH, Figures (10 and 11).
Despite this order, we had to choose the ANAGLYPH method to be used in the following
experiments due to other reasons. Economic reasons and practicality of using the
delivery method was a limitation to the use in future experiments.

ACTIVE 3-D and PASSIVE 3-D are very expensive to be used by individual students
(average cost per student 1500$ for special monitor/graphic card and the glasses are 50200$), while the ANAGLYPH would only cost the students to buy the glasses (1$). For the
SIDE-BY-SIDE method, even though the cost was as low as the ANAGLYPH method, was
considered not a choice for teaching uses as the concluded from a previous pilot study.
The study showed that the small size of the 3-D picture, the uncomfortable shape of the
LOREO glasses, and the hard to get “sweet spot” of the merged images from right and
left side in the SIDE-BY-SIDE method were among the reasons made the decision for not
using the LOREO device.
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Table 6 compared the differences between regular 2-D and stereoscopic 3-D videos.
They showed that majority of students loved to have the 3-D videos and how they will
be a great help to learn anatomy and use them when the students do not have access to
the laboratory. But the students concerns were mainly to either have problems with the
glasses and image colors or the visual discomfort. The first concern was taken in
consideration when producing the videos for the experiments related to learning
anatomy. The visual discomfort was inevitable but was worked on to be the least
possible.

2.4.2 Conclusion
This study was conducted in preparation for further experiments that will use
stereoscopic videos to teach anatomy. There were diverse methods for delivering the
stereoscopic 3-D and we have limited our choice into 4 methods that are: ACTIVE 3-D,
PASSIVE 3-D, ANAGLYPH, and SIDE-BY-SIDE. Students have given their feedback on each
delivery method through an attitude survey that they filled out after watching a short
video by means of each delivery method. Students liked the four methods in a final
order as the following: ACTIVE 3-D, PASSIVE 3-D, ANAGLYPH, and SIDE-BY-SIDE.
Student’s opinion was affected by the visual discomfort they have experienced while
viewing the video and the equipment used to view the stereoscopic effect. The method
ANAGLYPH was the one we chose for future experiments due to economic and
accessibility of the method to students. It was the method that has cheap equipment,
easy production of videos, and acceptable level of student’s preference. More
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investigation was done in terms of finding a good way to use one of the top two
methods (ACTIVE 3-D and PASSIVE 3-D) to maximize the effectiveness of the videos used
for teaching.
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CHAPTER 3.

INTERACTIVE VIDEOS AS TOOLS FOR IN-LABORATORY PREPARATION FOR
DISSECTION

3.1

Problem Identification

Veterinary gross anatomy students at Purdue University frequently complained of the
need for more instructors and teaching assistants to assist them in their dissection
assignments. The difficulties the gross anatomy course was experiencing were the same
amongst other gross anatomy courses in different schools.

Solving the hurdles was a major concern as they affected the student’s learning. The
first chapter in this research stated the current situation in gross anatomy instruction
and the practices that many educators have experienced to overcome the obstacles.
More research is needed to help instructors decide which approaches are worthy of
significant investment of time and funds.

The research described in this chapter had two major goals. One goal was to assess the
value of videos in two formats 2-D and 3-D as tools to help students prepare for
laboratory dissections. The second was to learn if the tools would enhance the students’
laboratory experience.
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The hypothesis for the experiment to be described was that the use of 2-D and 3-D
interactive videos to prepare for the laboratory dissection in veterinary gross anatomy,
will improve the students’ dissection performance, make students more independent,
and thus need less help from instructors or teaching assistants.

3.2

Methods

3.2.1 Introduction
This research was carried out to investigate the opportunity of using videos in teaching
anatomy, specifically, to be a tool to prepare to dissection laboratory in veterinary gross
anatomy course. The investigation was done on several rounds to better identify the
effect of the teaching methods on students learning. In this section, the methods in
which the experiments were carried out will be explored. It will give a view of the course
logistics, laboratory settings, data collection and data analysis.

3.2.2 Experimental Subjects and Course Logistics
Eighty four first semester Purdue College of Veterinary Medicine veterinary students
enrolled in the Comparative Anatomy of Carnivores course (BMS 80100) participated in
the experiment. Subjects’ average age was 24 years. Gender distribution was 75%
females and 25% males. BMS 80100 is a required 3.5 credit course with 15 weeks of
instruction plus a final week. The weekly schedule for the course included one lecture (1
hour/week) and three laboratory sessions (6 hours/week). The course was taught by a
member of the College of Veterinary Medicine faculty and three graduate teaching
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assistants. Dissection of a canine cadaver is the major focus of the laboratory session.
Laboratory time primarily consists of dissection of a canine cadaver with emphasis on
identifying assigned structures and learning the location relationships of different body
organs and structures. The laboratory experience was the focus of research described in
this chapter.

3.2.3 Laboratory Settings
The gross anatomy laboratory is located in Lynn-Hall, room 2214, on the Purdue
Campus. The laboratory is equipped with the dissection tables, monitors, camera, and
projector to display instructional procedures, plastinated specimens, some models, and
dissection guides and textbooks for students to use when needed.

3.2.4 Materials
Hi-definition video recordings of a complete dissection of a dog were made as described
in Chapter 2 section 2.1.1. Excerpts from the set of videos were used to prepare
interactive 2-D and 3-D stereoscopic sequences that described the anatomy of canine
thorax (10:29 minutes), abdomen (11:23 minutes), and pelvis (12:39 minutes). The
course instructor suggested these body regions as being of similar complexity for
purposes of this cross-over design experiment to maximize the possibility that students
would have equivalent experiences through the three modes of preparation. Voice-over
dialog and multiple-choice questions were included to force the students to “interact”
with the video. Student responses to the questions were not recorded. The multiple
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choice questions (5 questions) were introduced at the beginning of the videos but
without the choices. At the end of the video the questions were repeated, but this time
with choices and students were required to answer to proceed. Students were able to
get a feedback if the answer they picked was correct or not but the results were not
recorded. Videos were delivered to students via DVDs that they could use on personal
or Purdue University owned computers. 3-D stereoscopic videos were presented in
ANAGLYPH format.

Required textbook and laboratory manual for the course were the “Textbook of
Veterinary Anatomy”(Dyce, Sack, & Wensing, 2009), and the “Guide to the Dissection of
the Dog”(Evans & DeLahunta, 2009), hereafter referred to as the “Guide”. Students
were advised to use these plus class notes in preparation for the laboratory prior to the
day of the experiment. On the day of the experiment, students reviewed the Guide or
interacted with the videos for 30 minutes. It is important to recognize that although the
term Guide sometimes refers to a guide that is limited to text descriptions, the “Guide
to the Dissection of the Dog” includes diagrams and artists’ rendering of the anatomy.

3.2.5 Experimental Design
Three methods of preparation for dissection constituted the primary variable in this
experiment. Every student experienced each of the three “pre-lab” preparation modes
during the course of this cross-over design experiment. IRB approval was obtained
“Protocol # 1109011249 “to conduct the research. A copy of the protocol approval can
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be found in appendix C. All materials that identified any information about individuals
were destroyed by the end of the project.
Baseline student knowledge of anatomy was assessed (“pre-course quiz”) at the
beginning of the semester as part of the normal procedure in the course. The pre-course
quiz administered by the class instructor indicated that there was no significant
difference among the students with respect to base-line knowledge of anatomy when
the course began. This allowed the researchers to assess whether baseline knowledge
was evenly distributed among the groups.

The class of 84 students was divided into 21 dissection teams of five to six members at
the beginning of the course according to normal course procedures. These teams were
randomly divided into three groups (A, B, and C) for this experiment. A cross-over
experimental design was used such that each group experienced each of the methods of
preparation. Normal sequence of dissection in the course was from thorax to abdomen
to pelvis on separate days. Thus, group “A” prepared for dissecting the thorax,
abdomen, and pelvis by using the Guide, 2-D video, and 3-D stereoscopic video,
respectively. Group “B” prepared for the dissections in the order of 2-D video, 3-D
stereoscopic video, and Guide, respectively. Group “C” prepared for the dissection in
the order of 3-D stereoscopic video, Guide, and 2-D video, respectively.

The students in the first stage did not know to which treatment they were assigned. It is
important to note that students were asked to not discuss their treatment groups
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between the experiments. However, for the second and third stages it is likely that they
could guess which treatment remained for them. This may have influenced whether
they did the reading assignment or not.

All groups prepared in advance, ideally the day before the laboratory session, by using
the paper-based course Guide and other materials available to them as traditionally
required for the course. They were given a list of structures to be identified as part of
the preparation (25, 28, and 27 structures for thorax, abdomen, and pelvis, respectively.

The day of the experiment, in a 30-minute session immediately prior to beginning the
actual dissection, the groups prepared by studying the Guide or by interacting with
either a 2-D or 3-D stereoscopic video designed to prepare them for the day’s
dissection. Students in the video groups were encouraged to move backward and
forward in the video as needed to satisfy their feeling that they had prepared well for
the dissection. The videos also contained multiple-choice questions designed to
encourage such exploration of the video.

Students were then given 45 minutes to dissect, isolate, and identify the assigned
structures for the day. During this time, students were allowed to use the Guide but
there was no access to the videos by any group. At the end of the allotted time,
students were given 10 minutes to complete a paper-based quiz with text and drawings
that covered the content they were expected to have dissected and learned.
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Students completed a computer-based survey designed by the researcher
(approximately 10 minutes duration) designed to assess attitudes toward various
aspects of the experiment. The actions of each group in each stage of the experiment
are summarized in Table (7).

Table 7 Actions Performed on the Day of the Experiment

Group

Prior to lab

During Lab

Day before the laboratory

45 min

10 min

10 min

Guide

Study the Guide and class materials

Dissection

Quiz

Survey

2-D

Study the Guide and class materials

Dissection

Quiz

Survey

3-D

Study the Guide and class materials

Dissection

Quiz

Survey
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3.2.6 Data Collection
Data was collected from quizzes, analysis of dissection quality, video recordings of
student performing the laboratory, and a survey. Each source served as a tool to explore
the effect of the teaching method on student learning and efficient use of laboratory
time in terms of help needed and ability to find and identify the required structures.

3.2.6.1 Quizzes
After the dissection period on each of the three days of the project the students took a
short quiz designed to evaluate the knowledge they gained from the learning method
they experienced that day. Questions were designed to assess different types of
knowledge. Students were asked to draw structures on a picture of a dog, to use text to
describe the anatomical relationship between two structures, to list the order of
structures according to their location in the animal from dorsal to ventral or cranial to
caudal, and they were asked to identify structures on photographs of radiographs or
photographs of cross-sections of the body. The multiple types of questions were
designed to assess the impact each of the three modes of preparation had on learning.
A sample quiz can be seen in appendix D.

3.2.6.2 Dissection Evaluation
Immediately following the dissection phase the researcher (one rater) who was
“blinded” as to which experimental group had performed the dissection, inspected each
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of the cadavers to evaluate the quality of the dissection. ”Clarity” evaluation was
divided into four categories; [Clear (1) / Fairly Clear (2) / Needs Dissection (3) / Not
Dissected (4)]. “Cleanliness” and “Correct Cut” were recorded simply as “yes” or “no” as
follows: “Cleanliness” [Clean of fat (1) / Not Clean (0) ] and “Correct Cut” [best angle of
approach (1) and structure was cut (0) ]. Each category was assigned a number as
shown. The average for each treatment group was computed and used for statistical
analysis to detect differences.
3.2.6.3 Video Recordings
Seven video cameras were used to record the laboratory session. The researcher did not
know the method of pre-laboratory preparation for any of the groups at the time of the
evaluation. The recordings were used to quantify the number of times students asked
for help from a teaching assistant or instructor during the time of dissection. Nonquantifiable behaviors observed were team interaction in terms of helping in the
dissection, reading the Guide, or searching other sources of information; but they were
not included in the data collected.

3.2.6.4 List of Structures Found
Each dissection group had a check list for the structures to be dissected. Each group was
instructed to mark the structures they found and return that list to the researcher who
in turn checked those structures again on the specimen to make sure the students had
marked only structures they had actually found.
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3.2.6.5 Survey
Attitudinal surveys were taken twice; once at the end of each body section and again
after students had experienced all three modes of preparation. Questionnaire contained
multiple choice questions and three open-ended questions. Assessment included degree
of acceptance/satisfaction for each mode, whether presentation of materials was
informative, opinion as to whether the method was helpful in learning anatomy,
whether the materials in the learning method complemented the class materials
required for the course, and whether they actually studied the course materials prior to
coming to the laboratory in which the experiment was conducted. The latter question
was important because all experimental groups had access to these materials and were
encouraged to study them prior to coming to the laboratory. Sample of the survey
questions can be seen in appendix E.

3.2.7 Data Analysis
3.2.7.1 Quantitative Analysis
Statistical analysis included a two-way (mixed models) ANOVA using the SPSS software
program package (Version 20-01) with a P value set to 0.05. Results are presented in the
figures as the mean plus/minus SEM. Three sets of data were collected from each of the
three stages of the experiment, i.e., three treatments for each of three regions. The
data (quiz grades, number of times help needed, number of structures found by each
group, dissection correctness, and dissection clarity) in each set was analyzed as follows:
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each treatment was compared to another treatment within the same anatomical region
in all possible combinations, i.e., 2-D vs. 3-D, 3-D vs. 2-D, Guide vs. 2-D, Guide vs. 3D...etc.

Results were compared between the three regions for each variable (quiz grades,
number of times help needed, and number of structures found by each group,
dissection correctness, and dissection clarity) in all different possibilities, i.e., thorax vs.
pelvis, pelvis vs. thorax, thorax vs. abdomen, abdomen vs. thorax,…etc. Lastly,
interaction between region and treatment was analyzed.

For the attitude surveys, comparisons between numbers of answers of each group were
used to show the preference of each group to different characteristics of each
treatment. All data collected were analyzed by SPSS statistics 20-01 software package.
Kruskal-Wallis test was used to find significance between the answers of each group and
for each treatment with p-value set to 0.05.

3.2.7.2 Qualitative Analysis
Open ended questions from attitude surveys were classified into groups of negative
versus positive comments for each teaching method. This categorization was used to
show student’s preference to different characteristics of each treatment. Comments
were independently sorted by the researcher and two persons who were not related to
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the research to make sure that the sorting was unbiased. The agreement between the
three people categorization was 100%.

3.3

Results

3.3.1 Introduction
The gross anatomy dissection assignments are time consuming in terms of performing
dissection and finding. In addition, comprehending the information and correlating
structure to function in a short laboratory time, makes anatomy difficult for students.
Section 3.1 explained the problem in the laboratory by having no previous knowledge
about the information being studied and no experience in dissection that has a dual
impact on cognition by increasing the intrinsic load and also the extraneous load.

The goal of this research is that using videos will decrease the cognitive load, decrease
the need for assistance while dissecting, and will help students to use the laboratory
time to comprehend and learn anatomy instead of just performing the dissection
procedures. Each item of data collected served as an indicator to the effectiveness of
the videos on different aspects of learning. The analysis of the data collected from this
chapter had a goal to show the effect of the videos on students’ performance and to
gain suggestions regarding the quality and usefulness of the videos.
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3.3.2 Quantitative Results
3.3.2.1 Quizzes
Paper-based quiz administered immediately after the dissection session showed that
the 2-D groups performed significantly better than the Guide group (p= 0.028) on two of
the body regions, Figure (12). But no significant difference was detected between the 2D and 3-D groups (P>0.05).

Figure (12): Quiz Grades by Stage and Preparation Method
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3.3.2.2 Dissection Evaluation and List of Structures Found
No mode of preparation was shown to be significantly different from the other modes
(p > 0.05) with respect to the number of structures identified or quality of dissection,
Figures (13, and 14).
Although not reaching the level of statistical significance, it may be noteworthy that the
3-D groups scored the best or tied for best in all three regions as judged by correctness
of dissection, Figure (14).

Figure (13): Average Number of Structures Dissected per Group per Stage of
Dissection
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Figure (14): Average of Correct Dissection per group and per Stage of Dissection

3.3.2.3 Video Recordings
Analysis of the videos made during the laboratory session indicated that all groups were
cooperating as they normally did during the laboratory regardless of the mode of
preparation. Although not reaching the level of statistical significance, the 3-D group
may have requested help from a teaching assistant less often than did the Guide and 2D groups on the abdomen and pelvic regions (P>0.05), Figure (15).
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Figure (15): Average Times of help needed in the laboratory

3.3.2.4 Survey
The students’ response rate for the survey was 77% (65/84 students). The “attitude”
survey revealed that the majority of students in video groups did not review the
assigned reading materials as preparation despite being instructed to do so whereas the
majority of Guide groups did prepare as instructed, Figure (16). Students reported that
the 2-D and 3-D videos were of great help to understand the spatial anatomical
relationships and that the Guide was not much help, Figure (17). Student opinions were
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that the 2-D and 3-D videos were more useful than the Guide as preparation for the
laboratory.

Figure (16): Percentage of Students who Prepared by reading the
Textbook and “Guide” Prior to Day of Experiment
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Figure (17): Student Assessments of the Helpfulness of the Materials of
each Group in Understanding Spatial Anatomical Relationships Between
Structures

The order of preference from high to low was 2-D, 3-D, and then Guide, Figure (18).
Student opinions of whether the presentation of materials was informative was the
highest for the videos with 2-D being the best. The Guide was regarded as the least
informative, Figure (19). Opinions about how well the learning method complemented
other course materials followed the same pattern with 2-D videos being rated best
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followed by 3-D videos. Ratings of the Guide were more toward “moderate” to “not
complementary”, Figure (20).

Figure (18): Students' Ranking of the Three Methods of Teaching (Guide,
2-D, 3-D) According to their Usefulness
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Figure (19): Students’ Ranking of the Three Methods of Teaching (Guide,
2-D, 3-D) According to their Materials Being Presented in an Informative
Way
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Figure (20): Students’ Opinion to Whether Each of the Three Methods of
Teaching (Guide, 2-D, 3-D) has Complemented the Course Materials for
the Anatomy Class BMS 801

3.3.3 Qualitative
Student’s comments represent an important source of information that indicates why
students like or did not like one method, and also shows another aspect of what
happened during the experimental phase. This section is presenting the students
comments that have been collected from the open-ended survey questions. The
comments were sorted out to present the students preferences for videos and Guide.
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The classified comments of each teaching method are presented in Table 8.
Reasons for not liking the Guide varied with the student, but the following were typical
responses: Guide was hard to follow or to comprehend; there were enough illustrations;
and images and diagrams were of low quality.

When the 2-D materials were the subject of the assessment, majority of students gave
them the best evaluation. Students stated that the 2-D materials were very helpful to
learn anatomy and that they nicely reflected what they saw on their cadavers. Students
asked to gain access to the materials for use during actual dissection as well as to study
at home. There were no negative comments or criticism of the 2-D materials.

Students provided constructive feedback regarding the 3-D stereoscopic videos.
Majority of students eagerly wanted to have stereoscopic videos that showed the
anatomical structures and demanded to have access to the materials both in and
outside the laboratory. But some students mentioned that the videos caused headache
and eye strain. Sometimes the 3-D was distracting and the glasses used to view the 3-D
were viewed as being of poor quality.
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Table 8 Classified Students’ Comments for Each Learning Method

Group/Criteria

The Guide

Positive Comments

Good while doing

Count

2

Negative Comments

Count

Reading the book

27

Hard to explain, understand,

13

dissection only

and follow

2-D video

Liked videos showing

36

structures

Liked 2-D

21

Bad book diagrams/pictures

10

Book alone is not helpful

1
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Table 8 Continued…
Need the videos after lab

6

and in lab to help study

3-D video

Liked videos showing

33

Hurt eyes/head

11

Liked 3-D

9

Not much helpful

6

Need videos after lab and

3

Difficult to see

5

1

Distracting

4

Glasses bad

2

structures

in lab to watch them to
study

If used/watched more
then make it better to
understand as it is a new
tool for students
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3.4

Discussion and Conclusion

3.4.1 Discussing the Results
This experiment provided experimental evidence consistent with the hypothesis that
interactive videos, especially the 2-D videos, of a dissection as preparation for
laboratory was superior (P=0.028) to using the standard course Guide as assessed by the
post-dissection quiz. Although performance by the 3-D groups did not reach statistically
significant separation from that of the Guide groups, it was also not different from that
of the 2-D groups.

Learning anatomy is both a visual and tactile process when dissection is involved. Thus,
the fact that the videos resulted in improved performance on the post-dissection quiz,
Figure (12), and a trend toward less need for help is what one might expect. It appears
that the videos assisted the students in building a mental schema that served as a
foundation for further learning as they performed the dissection. The pictures and
verbal instructions in the Guide apparently provided less foundation for performing the
dissection than the shorter, but “action-oriented” instructions in the videos. The videos
had a “show me” aspect that helped students actually see what they were to do and
learn.

Difference in quiz performance and trend toward decreased need for help is consistent
with the observation that students preferred the videos over the Guide. It also supports
the notion that learning is enhanced when the mode of presentation, i.e., use of
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multimedia, more closely matches the nature of the subject to be learned. Matching the
mode of presentation to what appears to be preferred mode of learning in the current
population of students entering higher education may also be a factor in the
results(McKenna & D'Alessandro, 2011; Prensky & Berry, 2001).

Preliminary experiments indicated that without the multiple choice questions students
tended to passively watch dissection videos and then move on. Thus, a few multiple
choice questions were included in the videos to encourage students to actually explore
the videos. The degree to which this contributed to the improved performance of the
video groups on the post-dissection quiz versus that of the Guide groups that did not
have the same questions is unknown. It is reasonable to recognize this as a potential
bias in favor of the videos, but students are routinely encouraged to study text-based
materials with questions in mind and to focus on the details so the bias may not be
large, Figure (12).

Moreover, the fact that the post-dissection quiz was paper-based as opposed to being a
cadaver-based practical might have led to a bias in favor of the Guide that is more
verbally oriented. The quiz required students to draw, label, and describe anatomical
relationships, and recognized structures in images much as one would have experienced
by studying the Guide. Thus, the assessment method might favor preparation using the
Guide over the videos. This consideration should temper concern about the use of the
questions in the videos. Future experiments should be designed to clarify this question
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and to include a practical, cadaver-based exam in the assessment to provide a clearer
insight into the contribution of videos to learning.

The “Dual Code” theory that is part of the Multimedia Cognitive Learning Theory of
encoding systems in the brain provides a theoretical basis for explaining the result that
videos were superior to the Guide. According to this theory, engaging both the verbal
and non-verbal brain systems enhances learning, especially for a subject such as
anatomy where both systems are important(Mayer, 2005; Mayer & Moreno, 1998). The
two systems are independent, thus providing students with two sources for encoding of
information which would be expected to increase the chance for recalling information.

The Guide represented primarily one of two processing systems in the brain, which is
the verbal system. In contrast, the videos contained rich visual as well as spoken verbal
information that would engage both systems. This should theoretically help students
internalize the basic schema in a way that would facilitate retrieval during the actual
dissection as well as on the post-dissection quiz. As students watched the videos, they
engaged both systems and received visual cues that could be applied, consciously or
unconsciously, during the dissection. This confluence may help the students to require
less assistance in the laboratory. Although not reaching the level of statistical
significance, there was such a trend in the experiment reported here.
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Variation within the video groups on “Quality” of dissection was so large that no real
conclusions can be drawn from the data on that parameter, nor did any of the
comparisons reach the level of statistical significance, Figures (13 and 14). There is no
obvious explanation for the fact that the 2-D group appears to have performed so
poorly on correctly dissecting the abdomen, Figure (14).

The ANAGLYPH mode of stereoscopic video delivery was used in this experiment. As
described in Chapter 2, this mode was inferior to PASSIVE 3-D and ACTIVE 3-D, but
technology to deliver videos by these modes to large numbers of students was not
available at the time of the experiment. Thus, the mode of delivery may have influenced
the results because some students reported that the glasses were uncomfortable, that
they had difficulty in adjusting to them, and they experienced headaches or nausea.
None of the students reported these problems with the 2-D videos.

These problems may have caused sufficient distraction that the students concentrated
less on the 3-D video than would otherwise have been the case. Despite the difficulties
with the mode of delivery, there was a “trend” for the 3-D videos being superior to the
Guide on both quiz performance and student preference. There were no “positive”
comments for the Guide as preparation for dissection in contrast to results for the 3-D
and 2-D videos.
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A potential confounding factor in this experiment was that all groups were advised to
study normal course materials and the Guide prior to coming to the laboratory. The fact
that during the 30-minute period immediately prior to moving into the dissection
laboratory; all groups prepared by their assigned method, 2-D, 3-D, or Guide is
consistent with this not being a factor. It is noteworthy, that the post-experiment survey
revealed that students in the video groups had not studied the Guide or other material
prior to coming to class session despite being instructed to do so, Figure (16). This
provides increased evidence for the usefulness of the videos as preparation for
dissection.

The surveys revealed that students believed the videos helped them obtain a better
spatial understanding of the anatomic relationships, Figure (17). The students in general
liked to use the videos. The 2-D video was ranked the best while the 3-D was second,
and the Guide last in students’ preference, Figures (18-20). Experimental evidence was
consistent with the student belief as shown by the fact that students in video groups
performed better than those in the Guide group on the post-dissection quizzes. The
quizzes included text-based questions about spatial relationships as required students
to draw structures in context.
Survey results indicated that students strongly preferred the videos to the Guide. Tables
(2 and 3) Students reported that the Guide was vague and not easily understood, due to
the relative lack of diagrams and pictures designed to aid one in performing a dissection.
The Guide was judged to be less “informative” and less complementary to the anatomy
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course materials than the videos. They reported that the videos were “helpful” to “very
helpful” in terms of what to expect and where to find structures to be dissected, Table
(2). It is possible that if a higher quality text/image dissection guide had been available,
the difference between the Guide and videos may have been smaller.

Although students preferred the ease of viewing the 2-D videos, they commented that
the 3-D videos more closely resembled the real cadaver by providing a sense of “depth”.
Other evidence that students believed the videos were helpful was their insistence that
they be made available to help them prepare for the course final exam. They were
granted access to the videos after the experimental protocols were completed.

3.4.2 Conclusion
Evidence presented in this paper is consistent with the fact that 2-D video (and likely 3-D
stereoscopic video) was superior to the Guide in helping students prepare for dissection
as measured by performance on a post-dissection quiz and possibly the need for the aid
of teaching assistants during dissection. Surveys indicated a preference for the videos
over the Guide in preparing for the laboratory session. More acceptable modes of
delivering 3-D stereoscopic videos should be explored in future studies.
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CHAPTER 4.

INTERACTIVE VIDEOS AS TOOLS FOR PREPARATION FOR DISSECTION
WHEN VIEWED THE DAY PRIOR TO THE LABORATORY

4.1

Problem Identification

Results of the experiment described in chapter 3 were consistent with a conclusion that
interactive videos that demonstrated anatomy of a body section to be dissected later in
the same laboratory period decreased dependence on teaching assistants, enhanced
performance on a post-dissection quiz, and were positively received by students relative
to the Guide. Survey results indicated that students wanted longer access to the videos
than was practical within the laboratory session. The experiment described in this
chapter was designed to continue evaluation of student acceptance of 3-D stereoscopic
videos, 2-D videos, and the Guide. The specific hypothesis to be tested was that
unlimited access to interactive videos that described the anatomy of the chicken, the
day before the laboratory session, would improve dissection performance and decrease
reliance on teaching assistants.

4.2

Methods

4.2.1 Experimental Subjects and Course Logistics
Eighty four second semester- first year Purdue College of Veterinary Medicine
veterinary students enrolled in the Comparative Anatomy of Domestic Animals (BMS
80200) participated in the experiment. Subject demographics were the same as
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described in Chapter 3. BMS 80200 is a required 3-credit course with 15 weeks of
instruction plus a final week. The weekly schedule for the course included one lecture (1
hour/week) and three laboratory sessions (6 hours/week). The course was taught by a
member of the College of Veterinary Medicine faculty and three graduate teaching
assistants. Although BMS 80200 covers the anatomy of the horse, goat, pig, chicken the
anatomy of the chicken was the focus of the research described in this chapter.

4.2.2 Laboratory Settings
The setting in the laboratory is the same as the one described in chapter 3 section 3.2.3.

4.2.3 Materials
2-dimensional and 3-dimensional stereoscopic videos of dissection of a chicken were
prepared using the same technology as described in Chapter 2. Excerpts from the set of
videos were used to prepare an interactive video (14 minutes) that described the
anatomy of the chicken at a depth required by the goals of the course. The interactive
video contained verbal dialog that described the anatomical structures as they were
introduced. Multiple-choice questions were included to force the students to “interact”
with the video. Student responses to the questions were not recorded. The multiple
choice questions (5 questions) were introduced at the beginning of the videos but
without the choices. At the end of the video the questions were repeated, but this time
with choices and students were required to answer to proceed. Students were able to
get a feedback if the answer they picked was correct or not but the results were not
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recorded. Videos were delivered to students via DVDs that they could use on personal
or Purdue University owned computers. Stereoscopic videos were delivered by the
ANAGLYPH mode.

Required textbook for the course was the “Textbook of Veterinary Anatomy”(Dyce et
al., 2009), referred to as the Guide in this thesis. All students were advised to use their
class notes and the chapter on avian anatomy in the Guide to prepare for the laboratory
session. As emphasized previously in this thesis, the Guide includes diagrams and artists’
rendering of anatomy. The instructor typically gives students a brief (3 to 5 minute)
description of how to perform the dissection at the beginning of the laboratory session.
Students then work in their groups to do the dissections and find the assigned
structures. In this course, groups are assigned a species to dissect following which they
then teach their peers who have dissected the cadaver of a different species.

4.2.4 Experimental Design

Three methods of preparation for dissection constituted the primary variable in this
experiment. IRB approval was obtained “Protocol # 1302013333 “to conduct the
research (See appendix F). All materials that identified any information about individuals
were destroyed by the end of the project.
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There were three major differences in this experimental design compared to the one
described in chapter 3. 1) The experiment was completed in one stage, i.e., each
student experienced only one of the modes of preparation. 2) Preparation using the
assigned mode was done the day before the laboratory session on the students’ own
time. 3) Laboratory time consisted entirely of the normal routine for the course to
conserve time for the dissection and peer instruction.

The class of 84 students was divided into 9 dissection teams of 9-10 members at the
beginning of the course according to normal course procedures. The nine teams were
subdivided by the class instructor into 27 sub-groups of 3-4 members for the chicken
and pig laboratory sessions. For purposes of this experiment, the 27 sub-groups were
assigned to one of three modes of preparation: Guide, 3-D stereoscopic video
(ANAGLYPH mode), or 2-D video.

All groups prepared the day before the laboratory session using the assigned mode and
the list of structures to be identified the next day (38 structures for chicken anatomy). It
was obvious for the students which mode they were in because they had a DVD or no
DVD. It is possible that because students sometimes do not do reading assignments until
the last minute many of those who had DVDs did not bother to read.
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No time limits were set for how long each group could use the assigned mode. Students
in the video groups were encouraged to move backward and forward in the video as
needed to satisfy their feeling that they had prepared well for the dissection.

The videos contained multiple-choice questions designed to encourage such exploration
of the video. The multiple choice questions (5 questions) were introduced at the
beginning of the videos but without the choices. At the end of the video the questions
were repeated, but this time with choices and students were required to answer to
proceed. Students were able to get a feedback if the answer they picked was correct or
not but the results were not recorded.
The same questions were printed for the Guide group to guide them in their preparation
with similar admonishment to be certain they understood what they were to do the
next day.

At the day of the experiment, Students went to their laboratory as usual and performed
the dissection assignment. During this time, students were allowed to use the Guide but
there was no access to the videos by any group. At the end of the 1.5 hour dissection
and peer teaching time, students were asked to complete a computer-based survey
designed by the researcher (approximately 10 minutes duration) to assess attitudes
toward various aspects of the experiment.
The difference in preparation and design is explained in Table 9.
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Table 9 Actions Performed By Each Group in Each Stage of the Experiment

Group

Prior to lab (Day Before)

During Lab

1:30 hrs.

10 min

Guide

Reading textbook

Dissection

Survey

2-D

Viewing 2-D dissection video

Dissection

Survey

3-D

Viewing 3-D dissection video

Dissection

Survey

4.2.5 Data Collection
Video recordings of the laboratory session, list of structures found, and survey were the
same as described in chapter 3 sections 3.2.6.2., 3.2.6.3., 3.2.6.4, and 3.2.6.5
respectively with one addition; each student was asked to report, in writing, if he/she
had read the assigned materials before coming to the laboratory as instructed.
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4.2.6 Data Analysis
4.2.6.1 Quantitative Analysis
Statistical analysis included a one-way ANOVA using the SPSS program (Version 20-01)
with a P value set to 0.05. Results are presented in the figures as the mean plus/minus
SEM. Three sets of data were collected from the experiment, i.e., one set of data for
each treatment. The data (number of times help needed, and number of structures
found by each group) in each set was analyzed as follows: each treatment was
compared to another treatment in all possible combinations, i.e., 2-D vs. 3-D, 3-D vs. 2D, Guide vs. 2-D, Guide vs. 3-D...etc. Also, correlation between numbers of times help
needed and number of structures found by each group was analyzed by using bivariate
correlation test using SPSS program.

For the attitude surveys, comparisons between numbers of answers of each group were
used to show the preference of each group to different characteristics of each
treatment. All data collected was analyzed by SPSS statistics 20-01 software package.
Kruskal-Wallis test was used to find significance between the answers of each group and
for each treatment with p-value set to 0.05.

4.2.6.2 Qualitative Analysis
This data analysis was performed as described in chapter 3 section 3.2.7.2.
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4.3

Results

4.3.1 Introduction
This experiment focused on changing the accessibility to videos by students in order to
prepare to their laboratory dissection and not to hamper the laboratory time needed for
learning. The methods were described earlier in this chapter. Data were collected and
analyzed to show if the partially unlimited accessibility to videos in preparation to
anatomy dissection laboratory will be affecting the students’ dissection performance.
Also, if there are differences between the two types of videos. This section presents the
results collected from both the qualitative and quantitative sources of data.

4.3.2 Quantitative Results
4.3.2.1 Video Recordings and Reading Assignment
Video groups requested less help during the dissection than the Guide groups (P=0.001,
F (2, 84) =23), Figure (21). During the day of preparation, video groups used the Guide
less than Guide group (P=0.03, F (2, 84) =3.6), Figure (22). There was a strong correlation
between the treatment and the help needed during the laboratory (r=0.001).
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Number of times help was requested

7

*

6
5
4
3

Mean of Times need help

2
1
0
Guide

2-D

3-D

Treatment

Figure (21): Number of Times Students Needed Help During Laboratory Session

# of students who read the Guide

18
16
14
12
10
8

Students Who Read the
Guide

6
4
2
0
Guide

2-D

3-D

Treatment

Figure (22): Number of Students who Read the Guide Prior to the Laboratory
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4.3.2.2 List of Structures Found
Not surprisingly, there was no significant difference in terms of number of structures
found by the three different treatment groups, Figure (23).

40

Number of structures

30

20
# of structures dissected
10

0
Guide

2-D

3-D

Treatment

Figure (23): Number of Structures Found

4.3.2.3 Survey
Survey response rate was high 95% (80/84 students). Students who prepared using the
2-D videos for preparation were the most positive about the mode of preparation
(p=0.0001) compared to judgments by the other groups. Guide groups were the least
positive, Figures (24, 25).
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Figure (24): Students’ Response to the Statement: “I liked this mode of
preparation”
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Figure (25): The Level of Helpfulness of the Different Learning Methods
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All students in 2-D and 3-D groups believed the mode was helpful. The students
in the 2-D and 3-D groups rated the directional questions in as being more
helpful in guiding them to what was important than did the Guide group (P=
0.009), Figure (26). 2-D and 3-D groups were not different from each other, but
they were different from the Guide group.
16

Number of students

14
12
10
8

very helpful

6

Moderately helpful

4

not helpful

2
0
Guide

2-D

3-D

Treatment

Figure (26): The Helpfulness of the Directional Questions at the Beginning of the
Video/on the Paper

Students vote for the quality of the images in the videos or the Guide. This voting
revealed that the 2-D video images were of high quality, followed by the 3-D images and
lastly the Guide with a significance that reached P=0.02, Figure (27). Note that although
it was assigned for them, some students in the Guide group did not use the Guide. 2-D
and 3-D groups were “assigned” the task of using the videos, Figure (28).
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Figure (27): The Quality of Images of the Different Learning Methods
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Figure (28): Response to the Statement: “Did you use the mode of preparation
to which you were assigned?”
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The 2-D videos received the highest ratings for being helpful compared to the other two
(P=0.004) while the 3-D materials were second with a few negatives. 3-D videos
received ratings as being helpful significantly more than did the Guide group (P=0.001)
which was viewed least positively, Figure (29). When the students were asked if they
would consider taking another class with the same instructional method they
experienced in the experiment, the 2-D video group was unanimously positive
(P=0.0001) and the 3-D video group was mostly positive (P=0.0002). The Guide group
was least positive and had the most variation in responses, Figure (30).
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Figure (29): Student’s opinions if the materials of each module were helpful in
learning anatomy
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Figure (30): Students would Consider Taking another Class Using the
Instructional Method they Used in this Experiment

There was no significant difference between the three learning modalities in terms of
the student opinions of whether their teams performed well or not in their dissection
assignment, Figure (31). But when they were asked if other teams had an advantage in
their learning, All the groups agreed that people in other learning modalities had
advantage in their learning (P=0.0001), Figure (32).
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Figure (31):
Student Attitude of their Team’s Dissection Quality
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Figure (32): Student’s belief if students using the other modalities had an
advantage in their learning
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Students in both the 2-D and 3-D videos groups expressed that they felt moderately to
very well prepared for the laboratory dissection assignment while the feeling was
between moderately to having no clue what to expect in the Guide group (P=0.0001),
Figure (33).
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Figure (33): Student’s Preparedness to the Laboratory Dissection after Preparing
by their Assigned Modality

Time dedicated to preparing for the laboratory session was essentially the same for all
groups. Thus, students reported studying for 3 to 4 hours at home and 2 hours at the
University for the laboratory session in which the experiment in this chapter was
conducted.
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4.3.3 Qualitative Results
Open-ended responses were classified as positive or negative for each mode by three
persons as described in chapter 3. Results are presented in Table 10.

Students were also asked what they believed to be their optimum learning style. Most
students (75%) believed they were visual/tactile and the remaining 25% were divided
between visual/verbal, tactile, and visual/Auditory.

There were few positive attitudes toward the Guide, but a few students commented
that the Guide was a good resource for preparing for the laboratory and that it helped
them in their assignment. On the contrary, many students in the Guide group
commented that having the videos plus the Guide would increase their ability to
understand the materials for the laboratory. Three students in the Guide group referred
to their group as the “control” group and reported that it was “not fun.” Other negative
comments about the Guide were that it was not good enough to show the structures for
their dissection assignment, it was long to read, and it was not helpful to their learning.
One student mentioned that the check-list was good although this was part of the
experiment and not limited to the Guide group.

The 2-D video group reported only positive feedback. Majority of students, as seen in
the previous section, supported the 2-D video as a tool to prepare to the laboratory and
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stated that it was very helpful for their learning. Also, they stated how it provided them
with good reference points for the time of the dissection.

Some other students mentioned how they would like to have access to the videos to
study for exams and as a self-study tool. Some believed having the videos available
during the laboratory would be helpful because there were not enough teaching
assistants.

The 3-D video received positive comments in terms of its helpfulness for learning,
showing structures in 3-D (depth), good explanation of the materials, and as a great tool
to prepare for the laboratory. But there were negative comments that were related
mainly to the delivery method of the 3-D. Students complained of having headaches and
eye strain due to watching the video in 3-D. A few students thought the 3-D was more
distracting than useful and one student had problem in making the video to work. As for
the 2-D group a comment was made that indicated students wanted more teaching
assistants. This is a common complaint from students in the anatomy laboratory.
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Table 10 Classified Students’ Comments toward their Learning Methods

Group

Negative comments

Count

Positive comments

Count

Guide

Lack of 2-D / 3-D to understand

10

Good lab prep

4

Control group no fun

3

Book helpful (this one was!)

2

No specific chicken book / to

2

Check-list is good!

1

Positive comments

Count

Good lab prep

12

Helpful

8

Reference points to locate

5

structures

identify parts

Group
2-D

Not helpful

1

Took too long

1

Negative comments

Count

structures
Good for review

2
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Table 10 Continued…
Would like access to the video

2

Self-study (because few TA's)

1

Group

Negative comments

Count

Positive comments

Count

3-D

Headache or dizziness

6

Good lab prep

9

More distracting than helpful

3

Visualizing

3

Prefer 2-D

3

On-screen labeling / outlining

2

of structures
Not enough tutors

1

Well-organized

1

Cannot get it to work

1

Verbal descriptions

1

Very helpful

1
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4.4

Discussion and Conclusion
4.4.1 Introduction

Students usually have no previous experience with the level of details in anatomy
courses and performing dissections at the graduate level. Usually students have
superficial experience in anatomy in their undergraduate level and that is very obvious
in the literature (Older, 2004; Parker, 2002). Dissection is a time consuming act. It needs
experience and it improves with experience.

The experiment reported in Chapter 3 indicated that giving more time for dissection
would help to show the effect of the videos on students’ performance. The course
instructor made the suggestion based on the fact that dissection time needed for any
assignment will affect the end result. The time for dissection is like a normal distribution
bell-shaped curve; so students will be in the different stages of that curve and to be able
to detect all the variations then one need to give the full time limit to students.

The experiment described in this chapter was designed to correct two issues that
affected the results described in chapter 3; accessibility to videos and time arrangement
for dissection at the laboratory. This research focused on evaluating the effect of videos
over students’ preparation for the dissection laboratory and detecting the difference
between the two types of videos: 2-D and stereoscopic 3-D on laboratory dissection.
Students were allowed to have DVD of the videos the day before the dissection
assignment and at the day of the dissection. Videos effect were evaluated in terms of
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how much help was requested from instructors by students, how much of the
assignment was accomplished by each group, and what was the student’s attitude
toward the different preparation tools. All data was collected from the different
resources and was analyzed as discussed earlier in this chapter. This section will discuss
the results in light of the literature review and introduction.

4.4.2 Discussing the Results
Student performance in the laboratory was a good indicator of the ability of videos to
help them to better use the dissection laboratory time. Preparing for the laboratory is a
vital step in order to utilize the laboratory time effectively for learning instead of
wasting time to explore how to do the dissection and how to determine if they found
the target structures.

Evidence presented in this chapter revealed that the videos had a positive effect as they
decreased the frequency with which students requested help when compared to the
Guide, Figure (21). Thus videos would help overcome the shortage of instructors and
teaching assistants reported in the literature. (Holden, 2003; McCuskey et al., 2005)
There was no significant difference among the groups in the number of structures
identified, Figure (23), but it is apparent that the Guide group achieved this result by
more frequent use of teaching assistants.
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All groups were instructed to use all course materials and the Guide to prepare for the
laboratory. But when students were asked if they had actually used the Guide as
preparation, only those assigned to the Guide group had done so. Even more interesting
is that some members of the Guide group reported that they had not read it. Time spent
studying at home and at school was not different across the three learning methods.
Data presented in this chapter is consistent with a conclusion that videos alone are
sufficient and superior to the Guide in helping students prepare for a dissection
laboratory. This confirms that the videos effect was superior to the use of the guide

Student perception of the value of the various modes of preparation revealed strong
differences, Figures (24, 25, and 27) Videos were perceived as being much more useful
for learning and preparation than the Guide. Some of this perception may be explained
by the fact that the majority of students self-identified as having a visual learning style.
In general, the videos were perceived as being most helpful as tools for learning.

In contrast to the experiment presented in chapter 3, students experienced only one of
the preparation modes. Hence, it was possible to obtain evidence regarding what might
be called an “envy” factor. It is a common human tendency to believe other groups have
an advantage when resources are not identical; this is similar to the Hawthorne and
John Henry effects that will be discussed later. Thus, students in the 2-D group thought
the 3-D videos students had advantage in their learning because they used the
stereoscopic 3-D videos and vice versa. The Guide group thought that both 2-D and 3-D
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groups had an advantage in their learning, Figure (32). Neither video group believed the
Guide group had an advantage. In general, the videos were perceived as being most
helpful as tools for learning.

Generally, students of all groups considered themselves to have very good dissection
quality done by their teams, but the Guide groups had many other students think that
they were not good enough compared to the video groups who thought they are all very
good, Figure (31). This was consistent with the students opinion that video groups felt
they were moderately to very well prepared to their laboratory after using their
preparation tool, while the Guide group felt moderately prepared to having almost no
clue what to expect in the laboratory, Figure (33). This was explained by comments from
students in the Guide group that the book lacked good images that would help them
understand what various structures looked like and where they would be located in the
cadaver.

Students in the 2-D group consistently rated their mode more positively than the 3-D
group rated their mode although both were rated more positively than the Guide. The
fact that the 2-D and 3-D video groups performed the same on the dissection raises the
question of why students rated 2-D more positively and whether the increased effort
and expense required to produce 3-D stereoscopic videos is justified. Comments
presented in Table 10 provide evidence regarding the preference, but the potential
benefit of stereoscopic videos on learning will require more research.
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No negative comments were made about 2-D videos (Table 10) whereas 3-D videos
caused some students visual discomfort and seemed distracting to some students.
Evidence presented in Chapter 2 may provide a partial explanation of the problem.
Because more advanced modes of presenting stereoscopic images were not available to
the project at the time, the ANAGLYPH method was used. This involved the use of
cardboard glasses that did not necessarily fit well or remain in place while watching a
video. This was especially true for persons wearing glasses. Distraction of having to
constantly adjust the cardboard glasses could partially explain why this mode could have
caused visual discomfort and have been viewed as distracting. Nevertheless, some
individuals do not have good stereoscopic vision in any case, thus making the 3-D effect
of no value and causing a headache in addition.

Any distraction caused by 3-D stereoscopic videos and the ANAGLYPH mode of
presentation would add to the extraneous load on the cognitive process of the students.
As mentioned in chapter one, the Cognitive Load Theory proposes that one needs to
decrease the extraneous load related to the method of presenting the materials in order
to get a better processing of the information (Kirschner et al., 2006; Sweller, 1994).
According to the theory, any distraction experienced by students using the ANAGLYPH
mode of presentation would cause them to focus on other than the learning issue. This
in turn could affect their perception of the effectiveness of the 3-D in learning compared
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to the ease of viewing the more commonly used distraction-free 2-D video. Further
research is required to test this hypothesis.

Results presented in this chapter are consistent with the fact that previous knowledge is
very crucial to ease the learning difficulties and to make new materials make sense to
the learner(Jeung et al., 1997). The videos played an important role in the formation of a
foundation for laboratory dissection. The students who watched the video expressed
how it was helpful in terms of showing them the real structures and their location. Also,
students mentioned how the videos were a helpful and organized source for learning.
Having an organized, grouped, and visualized learning module is an important step that
enhances the learning process as has been published (F. G. Paas & Van Merriënboer,
1993; Van Merriënboer et al., 2003). In contrast to the videos, the Guide lacked the
images and grouping the information in a way that could ease the student’s efforts to
learn even though it had great source of information.

It may be instructive to note that comments from students regarding the Guide were
that it took too long to read and comprehend. This illustrates the importance of learner
attention span and preference when designing instructional materials. Learners’
attention often begins to wane after 15 to 20 minutes of concentration. Engaging
students with materials that account for this fact provides better learning and longer
memory of the materials(Driscoll, 2005; Mayer, 2005).
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The videos provided a short, full explanation of the assignment that required several
pages in the Guide. The difference in the time needed to read versus watch a video was
crucial for the students learning. Viewing the materials as a video enhanced their
learning by decreasing the intrinsic load and supporting the germane load needed for
processing the information. In contrast, Guide the students had an extraneous load of
reading the materials, trying to imagine them according to the text, viewing fewer
images that were hand-drawn, and finally interactively moving back and forth between
numbered images and the corresponding key. All of this affected the cognitive process
and hindered learning.

According to conclusions published by Mayer and colleagues (Mayer & Moreno, 2002),
the Guide violated the principles for a meaningful and effective multimedia learning.
The Guide is considered to be a multimedia learning as it combines both text and
images, but it sullied the roles and affected the students learning. First, the Guide
violated the spatial contiguity role in that it added an extra load on the students trying
to relate the key of an image to the structures labeled on the same image. This effect
was even more severe in cases when the students were asked to see a structure in an
image that was several pages later in the book. Another principle that is violated by the
Guide was the modality principle overloaded the students’ visual perception and then
the brain with lots of information to be processed simultaneously in their working
memory.
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A potential limitation of the experimental design used in this research is that an
individual student experience only one of the modes of presentation. Thus, John Henry
or Hawthorne effects may have affected the questionnaire results. John Henry effect is
that if the control group knew about other treatments and they are able to compare
their performance to those in other treatments then they would work harder to
overcome the disadvantage they have. The Hawthorne effect is that when the subjects
know all the treatments in the experiment and believe that one might be more effective
than the others, the researcher may be measuring the belief, but not the real effect of
the treatment. This experiment is susceptible to both of these effects. The John Henry
effect is unlikely because there was no difference in time spent studying among the
groups and student did not know how the outcome of the experiment was to be
measured.
A small contribution by the Hawthorne effect may have occurred as shown by some of
the comments in Table 10 that students wished they had been in a different group.

4.4.3 Conclusion
Results presented in this chapter confirm that properly prepared videos that correspond
to learner needs and available resources can provide great support to the anatomy
laboratory. Students involved in this experiment belong to a generation that is
accustomed to technology (DiLullo, McGee, & Kriebel, 2011; McKenna & D'Alessandro,
2011). This was one reason for students’ preference of videos in general. Also, the
results showed that interactive videos were superior to the Guide as tools for laboratory
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preparation even when used on the day before the laboratory. Advantages and
disadvantages of various modes were presented. Relative value of 3-D stereoscopic and
2-D videos as tools was not conclusively determined. In order to distinguish the
difference between the two video formats; a suggestion was made to investigate the
ability to change the delivery method into one of the best methods that are the ACTIVE
3-D and PASSIVE 3-D. Further technical testing and funding opportunities were
investigated to approach a good resolution.
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CHAPTER 5.

ACTIVE 3-D STEREOSCOPIC INTERACTIVE VIDEOS AS TOOLS FOR
PREPARATION FOR DISSECTION

5.1

Problem Identification

Results from the experiment reported in chapter 5 were consistent with both 2-D and 3D videos provided more effective preparation for dissection laboratory than the Guide.
However, some students complained that the 3-D videos hurt their eyes and/or caused
headaches. The 3-D videos were presented to the students as using the ANAGLYPH
mode. Results presented in chapter 2 indicated that the ACTIVE 3-D mode of delivery
was superior to the ANAGLYPH mode in essentially every aspect tested, e.g., least eye
strain, ease of detecting the stereoscopic effect, and most likely to be recommended to
other students. The ability to perform an experiment using ACTIVE 3-D became
available; therefore an experiment was designed to evaluate the effectiveness of 3-D
video relative to the other methods using an optimum mode of delivery.

5.2

Methods

5.2.1 Veterinary Gross Anatomy course logistics and Laboratory Setting
These parameters were similar to those described in chapter 3.
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5.2.2 Participants
Forty four first year students enrolled in the BMS 80100 class participated in this
research. The ratio of male: female was 1:5. The average age for students is 24 years
old.

5.2.3 Materials
Excerpts of high definition recordings of dissections made as described in chapters 2 and
3 were used to prepare an interactive video describing the anatomy of canine forelimb
innervation and blood supply (12 minutes). ACT
IVE 3-D video was prepared as described in chapter 2. The videos contained verbal
dialog that described the anatomical structures as they were introduced.

Videos were shown to students in groups. Standard classroom projection equipment
was used to display the 2-D videos. ACTIVE 3-D videos were presented from a special
projector (Viewsonic PJD6211/dlpR) and infrared emitter that comes with the NVIDIA 3D
Vision kit (model P701)R to students who viewed them using Quantum 3D G5 3DR
glasses.

Required textbook and laboratory manual for the course were the same as described for
chapter 3; the “Textbook of Veterinary Anatomy”(Dyce et al., 2009), and the “Guide to
the Dissection of the Dog”(Evans & DeLahunta, 2009). Students were advised to use
these plus class notes in preparation for the laboratory, but in the period that
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corresponds to the time when students were viewing videos, the Guide group students
were to review the laboratory manual “Guide to the Dissection of the Dog”. It is referred
to in this research as the Guide. It is important to recognize that although the term
Guide sometimes refers to a guide that is limited to text descriptions, the “Guide to the
Dissection of the Dog” includes diagrams and artists’ rendering of the anatomy.

5.2.4 Experimental Design
Three methods of preparation for dissection constituted the primary variable in this
experiment. IRB approval was obtained “Protocol # 1308013933 “ to conduct the
research using a class of first year veterinary students in a canine anatomy course that
was part of the normal curriculum. A copy of the protocol approval can be found in
appendix G. All materials that identified any information about individuals were
destroyed by the end of the project.

Baseline student knowledge of anatomy was assessed (“pre-course quiz”) by the course
instructor at the beginning of the semester as part of the normal procedure in the
course. This allowed the researcher to assess whether baseline knowledge was evenly
distributed among the groups. It is emphasized that this experiment did not require any
changes in what students were expected to do in the actual laboratory session, i.e.,
normal laboratory procedures were followed because the experimental modes of
preparation were experienced the evening prior to the laboratory session.
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The 44 students were divided according to their dissection group into the three
treatment groups that determined how they would prepare for the dissection.
It was obvious for the students which mode they were in because they had a DVD or no
DVD. It is possible that because students sometimes do not do reading assignments until
the last minute many of those who had DVDs did not bother to read.

The three groups prepared for the laboratory by 1) interacting with a 2-D video (2-D
group), 2) interacting with a 3-D video (ACTIVE 3-D group), or 3) studying only dissection
notes (Guide group). Students who did not participate in the experiment were allowed
to complete alternative assignments that included directions and questions related to
preparing for the laboratory.

Participants were asked to report to a classroom for their respective groups at the end
of their regular class work day. All groups were to have prepared for the laboratory
using course materials and the Guide according to normal protocol. All groups
experienced their assigned mode of preparation that required 10 minutes up to three
times in a session that lasted less than one hour depending on student choice. A five
question quiz was given to each group after each experience with the preparation
mode. Student answers were recorded on “Scratch-off” cards and they were instructed
to scratch-off only one choice after each round. If their choice was correct, a star was
uncovered. Thus, they could immediately see how well they had performed. The
protocol was designed so that students that scored well after the first round could leave
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the room early if they chose to do so. The scores achieved and the number of
repetitions a student studied the Guide or viewed the videos could be determined by
the number of answers that had been scratched off.

a)

Guide group: Students studied the Guide for 10 minutes, took the

quiz, and then decided whether they would repeat the experience again. As
described above they could repeat the cycle for a total of three cycles.

b)

2-D group: Students viewed the 2-D video for 10 minutes, took the

quiz, and then decided whether they would repeat the experience again. As
described above they could repeat the cycle for a total of three cycles.

c)

3-D group: Students viewed the ACTIVE 3-D video for 10 minutes, took

the quiz, and then decided whether they would repeat the experience again. As
described above they could repeat the cycle for a total of three cycles.

The next day students reported to the dissection laboratory where the session
proceeded as usual. At the end of the laboratory session, participants reported to a
separate classroom where they completed an on-line attitudinal survey. Video
recordings were made of students during the laboratory session for use in assessing
how much help they needed from instructors in performing the dissection.
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5.2.5 Data Collection
Data was collected included analysis of dissection quality, list of structures found, video
recordings of students performing in the laboratory, and a survey as described in
chapter 3. In addition, each student was asked to report, in writing, if he/she had read
the assigned materials before coming to the laboratory as instructed.

5.2.6 Data Analysis
Analysis of data was performed as described in chapter 4 sections 4.2.6.1 and 4.2.6.2
respectively.

5.3

Results

5.3.1 Introduction
Results of this experiment will be reported using an approach similar to that used in
previous chapters. Comparison of 2-D and 3-D videos should be a focus because the
experiment was conducted using ACTIVE 3-D for presentation in response to student
critique of the ANAGLYPH method used in the previous experiments. It is also important
to note that each student experienced only one of the modes.
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5.3.2 Quantitative Results
5.3.2.1 Video Recordings and Reading Assignment Report
Not surprisingly, video recordings revealed that the video groups were doing very well
and needed less help than the guide groups. The difference in help needed by the guide
groups was significantly different (P=0.04, F (2, 44) = 3.8), Figure (34). There was no
difference between the 3-D and 2-D in terms of the help needed. Guide groups
requested help more frequently than the video groups. Students in the Guide groups
reported that they had read the assignment before going to the laboratory while the
video groups did not (P=0.04, F (2, 44) = 3.4), Figure (35).

# Times help was requested
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Figure (34): Average of number of times help was requested by students
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Figure (35): Students Who did not Read the Guide Before the Laboratory

5.3.2.2 List of Structures Found
Video groups, especially the 3-D group identified more structures than did the Guide
groups (P=0.01, F (2, 44) = 6.3), Figure (36). There was also a strong significant
correlation between the treatment and the number of structures found (P=0.003) in
favor of the video groups.
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Figure (36): Number of Structures that each Learning Method’s Team has Dissected out

5.3.2.3 Survey
High response rate of 80% (35/40), gave a view of students’ preferences toward
different learning modalities.
It was very interesting that the students did not approve any of the three learning
modalities as the best to prepare to the laboratory. The majority stated that it was not
true that their learning modality was the best and there was no significant difference
among the groups, Figure (37). Although not statistically significant, casual observation
of the figure indicates that for the 3-D group there were fewer false and more true
responses in answer to the question posed.
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Figure (37): Student Response to the Statement:” This method of learning was
the best way to prepare for the laboratory”

Students in the 2-D video group viewed their mode as more beneficial to learning than
did those in the Guide group, P=0.006, Figure (38) Students in the 3-D group were only
slightly less positive than the 2-D group about their mode. Presumably, the two students
who reported the 3-D mode as not helpful prevented the 3-D mode form reaching
statistical significance. Essentially none of the students viewed their mode as begin very
helpful.
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Figure (38): Level of Helpfulness of the Materials of Each Learning Method

Questions posed when students began their assigned preparation were typically viewed
as being “moderately” helpful by all three groups with no significant difference in the
responses, Figure (39).
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Figure (39): The Level of Helpfulness of the Directional Questions at Beginning
of the Video or on the Paper

Quality of the videos (both formats) was judged to be better than the Guide, Figure (40).
There was a significant difference between the Guide and the video groups that reached
P= 0.006.
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Figure (40): The Quality of the Images of Each Learning Method

Students rated the videos as being more helpful to learning anatomy than the Guide
(P=0.004), Figure (41). Students were more positive about the possibility of taking
another class with the same format as the 2-D and 3-D modalities, but not with the
Guide (P= 0.02), Figure (42). Although not statistically significant, it appears that the 3-D
group students had mixed response to this mode.
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Figure (41): The Level of Helpfulness of the Materials in Learning Anatomy
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Figure (42): Student’s consideration of taking another class having the same
instructional method as used in this module

There was no significant difference among the groups in student acceptance of their
team’s dissection quality, Figure (43). Although each student experienced only one of
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the modes of preparation, students in the Guide group believed that the video groups
had the advantage (P=0.008), Figure (44). It is noteworthy that the 2-D group thought
the same in regard to the students in the 3-D group with a significant difference P= 0.03.

Number of students

Students in the 3-D group least viewed others as having an advantage.
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Figure (43): Student’s Acceptance of their Team’s Dissection Quality
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Figure (44): Student’s Belief that Students Using the other Modalities had an Advantage
in their Learning

Students in the 2-D group reported more often that they were moderately to very well
prepared for the laboratory (P=0.01), Figure (45). Most students in the 3-D group
reported that they were moderately prepared, but some disagreed (P=0.01), Students in
the Guide group reported that they were not prepared.

There was no difference in the groups in the amount of time spent in studying at home
or at school. The averages were 1 to 2 hour at home and 1 to 1.5 hours a school.
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Figure (45): Student’s Level of Preparedness to the Laboratory

5.3.3 Qualitative Results
Comments from the open-ended questions were collected and sorted into positive and
negative comments as described in chapters 3 and 4. The results are presented in Table
11. Students were asked to report what they believed to be their preferred learning
style. Results showed that approximately 70% of the class reported the visual/verbal or
visual/tactile styles while the remaining 30% was divided between: visual,
visual/auditory, tactile, and verbal/auditory.

There were more negative than positive comments from the Guide group.
The 2-D video gained the highest approval from students. It was described as a great
resource to prepare to the laboratory. Students commented that the 2-D video
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contained high quality images, was easy to follow, had dissection steps and information
that helped them identify what they were to learn. Two wanted access to the videos to
support self-study along with routine class materials. The main complaint about the
video was that it was too long.

The 3-D video was very highly perceived by the students. Majority of students
commented on how helpful the video was for their learning, and how much this new
method is good and enjoyable. Also, they have commented on the quality of the images
and how realistic they were to the real cadaver when the depth was added to the
image. Because of a momentary glitch in presenting the 3-D video some students
complained that some of the structures were not visible. Only two students reported
having headache or nausea from the video.
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Table 11 Classified Students’ Comments Regarding the Different Learning Methods

Group

Negative comments

Count

Positive comments

Count

Guide

Text not useful to

6

Material quality

2

4

Images plus descriptions

1

3

Could read at own pace

1

1

Easy access

1

determine exact locations
Not able to have access to
videos
Pictures not good
descriptors
Material clumped together
(not in sections)
Verbose

1

Group

Negative comments

Count

Positive comments

Count

2-D

Too long

6

Good lab prep

5

No review at end

1

Easy to follow, interactive, good

4

footage, nice ‘still’ images
Hard to grasp without
hands-on

1

Visual

3
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Table 11 Continued…
Dissection videos confirm what we

2

are learning

Would like 2-D online to support

1

blackboard and lab

Access to videos would help to pause,

1

study, and view

Group

Negative comments

Count

Positive comments

Count

3-D

Technical difficulties

2

Realistic

9

Could not see structures well

2

Image/video quality

5

Too fast for good

2

Image/video helpfulness

5

Headache

1

Material presentation quality

3

Made me sick

1

New method, made learning

2

comprehension

enjoyable

Verbal explanation

1

Would like 3-D online to support

1

blackboard and lab
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5.4

Discussion and Conclusion
5.4.1 Introduction

The discussion will focus on a comparison of 2-D and ACTIVE 3-D modes of presentation
because both types of videos have been shown in chapters 3 and 4 to be superior to the
guide for laboratory preparation. Results obtained in research reported in this chapter
confirmed those results. Experiments described in chapter 2 revealed that the ACTIVE 3D mode of 3-D delivery was superior to the ANAGLYPH method, but results to be
discussed indicate that although 3-D is a positive tool, it still presents problems for a
small number of users.

5.4.2 Discussing the Results
Given that the majority of students self-reported to having a visual component in their
learning style, it is not surprising that students would prefer the videos over the textbased Guide as was shown in this research. The videos were consistently superior to the
Guide as tools to prepare for dissection.

Videos helped students to be less dependent on instructors and helped them to dissect
the maximum amount of structures within the laboratory time limit, Figure (34, 36). 3-D
group excelled in dissecting the majority of the structures and that was significantly
different than that for the 2-D, which came in second place, and the Guide that came in
the third place with least number of structures dissected, Figure (36). These were
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consistent with the student’s perception of the materials that helped them the most,
where the 2-D video materials were judged as being moderately helpful, Figure (39).

These results reflect the superiority of images in learning what is a basically a visual
discipline. (Kinjo & Snodgrass, 2000). Using videos contributed to better understanding
of the anatomy by students. Gage and Berliner had stressed how images help in making
information meaningful to the learner (Gage & Berliner, 1998). Videos helped the
students to form a meaningful image of the structures to be dissected at the laboratory
by giving them an example of how the structures would appear and how to confirm
their location in correspondence to other structures.

Not very surprisingly, majority of students in the video groups did not read the Guide
and the majority of the Guide group read it, Figure (35). Note that all students were
instructed to read it and that the majority of students spent almost the same time
studying at home and at school with no significant difference between them. This fact is
further evidence attesting to the value of the videos for learning anatomy.

Student comments, Table 11, explained this interesting result as they mentioned how
they did not feel the Guide provided good imaging for location of structures. Further,
the Guide was primarily text based and that the hand drawn images and pictures it did
contain were not of high quality. Where the Guide had pictures they are not good
descriptors of structures being represented making it difficult for students to imagine
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what they would see on the actual dissection. This is consistent with Kinjo and
Snodgrass opinion of the magnificent role of visuals in the perception of information
presented in text (Kinjo & Snodgrass, 2000). The violation of the Guide was that its
images were of lower quality compared to the realistic images in the videos that were
accompanied by narration, Figure (40).

The experiment failed to provide clear evidence that the ACTIVE 3-D mode of delivery
was superior to 2-D delivery despite the fact that it was more positively received than
the ANAGLYPH method. Nevertheless, some student believed that the sense of depth
provided by the 3-D delivery was helpful. This bonus helped the student’s brain to
better form a basis for the anatomy laboratory and made the information more
meaningful to them.

Using signals or cues help to focus student’s attention on relative parts of a topic are
thought to improve learning. (Khalil et al., 2005). However, inclusion of “directional”
questions before the presentation of videos and reading the Guide in this experiment
was not regarded as being very useful. From student’s comments, it seems they
expected the directional questions to be the questions they would see in the laboratory
or later in their exams which was not the case. It was clearly explained before
presenting the questions that these questions are examples of what to expect to learn
and they did not cover everything one was to gain from the video or the Guide.
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Both 2-D and 3-D videos were considered of the best tools to learn anatomy and as
expected from previous results the Guide was last, Figure (41). The difference between
the 3-D and 2-D was explained by student comments (Table 11) that there was technical
difficulty with the 3-D presentation that made them unable to see some structures at
certain points during the video. The fact that some felt the 3-D video was too fast is
interesting because the presentation was made at the same rate for both 2-D and 3-D
video.

Results were consistent with the student perception of the effect of their preparation
tool on their dissection quality, Figure (43). It was clear that the both video groups did
good job with the 2-D group being a little better than the 3-D, but as usual the Guide
was last. These results were supported when the students showed how much they
believed they were prepared to go to the dissection by using their learning modality,
Figure (45). The video groups felt that they were moderately prepared but the Guide
group felt they were either not well prepared or they had no clue what to expect at the
laboratory.

Although the Guide has images, it violates the rules of multimedia learning. The need to
repeatedly look from the labeled picture to key overloads the eye with too much
information requires extra processing to relate the label with the structure’s key. This
extra load on the eyes makes the learning less favorable(Moreno & Mayer, 1999). The
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videos were more consistent with the multimedia learning rules, except that the 3-D
had a technical error that occurred at the time of the viewing.

A fascinating result of the experiment is that the Guide and 2-D groups believed another
group had the advantage in this experiment. 3-D group was perceived as a great tool to
learn as students were highly against the idea that the other groups had advantage in
their learning, Figure (44).

The majority of students welcomed taking another class with same format of both
groups’ 2-D and 3-D with a significant difference compared to the Guide group, Figure
(42). Even though there was some negativity regarding the 3-D and that was due to the
technical errors that happened but still it was better than the Guide.

People learn best when they use their previous knowledge, “Schema”, to make sense of
and incorporate new information (Sweller, 1994; Van Merriënboer et al., 2003). Also,
when the information is presented in variety of ways it is thought to lead to better
learning (Ertmer & Newby, 1993; Spiro, Feltovich, Jacobson, & Coulson, 1991). 3-D adds
a depth effect on the materials that were presented in the plain 2-D video. Both 3-D and
2-D video presented visuals accompanied with narration, thus presenting the
information in chunks. Chunking of information is helpful to learning of new
materials(Kalyuga, 2007; Zacks & Tversky, 2001). This chunking divided the information
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in sub-categories that made it easier to the students to build their schema of knowledge
with lesser efforts than that needed when reading the Guide.

Finally, in comparison to the previous rounds of testing, this round was not falling in the
limitation mentioned before (John Henry and Hawthorne effects). The students were
blinded of the other modalities offered to other students and they knew about it when
they completed the survey. So this round was double blinded for both the researcher
and the students.

5.4.3 Conclusion
Videos (2-D and 3-D) have been shown to be effective tools to prepare to anatomy
laboratory. In this experiment, 3-D resulted in better perception and performance from
the students in the laboratory. Changing to a more acceptable mode of 3-D delivery
(ACTIVE 3-D) is apparently responsible for this result although further experiments
should be done. Both 2-D and 3-D videos constitute valuable tools for anatomy
educators. These tools offer the ability of students to study at their own pace, at any
time or place, and to see the structures beforehand to ease the learning process for
both students and educators. Although the Guide was not shown to be an effective tool
as used in this experiment, when combined with the videos it could be a huge factor in
advancing the anatomy learning for the freshmen students. When two forms of
representation are combined then it is expected that better learning is gained.
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CHAPTER 6. EVALUATION OF GUIDE AND 2-D VIDEO FOR REVIEW OF CHICKEN
ANATOMY AS ASSESSED BY PRACTICAL EXAM PERFORMANCE AND ATTITUDE
SURVEY

6.1

Problem Identification and Hypothesis

Throughout the course of the research for this thesis, students repeatedly requested
access to the videos to use in their review for the laboratory exams. To assess whether,
in fact, such access would make a difference an experiment was designed to make the
videos available on the day before a practical exam. The hypothesis was that using 2-D
and 3-D interactive videos to review for laboratory practical exam in veterinary gross
anatomy, would improve their performance on the exam. Unfortunately, a laboratory
error caused the experiment to compare only 2-D video and Guide.

6.2

Methods

6.2.1 Introduction
This research was carried out to investigate the effect of providing students the
opportunity of using videos for learning anatomy, specifically, to be a tool to review for
laboratory practical exams in veterinary gross anatomy course.
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6.2.2 Veterinary Gross Anatomy Course Logistics and Participants
This is similar to the logistics and participants described in chapter 4 sections 4.3.1 and
4.3.3 respectively.

6.2.3 Laboratory Exam Settings
The laboratory is usually open all day every day for students to study anatomy by using
the dissected specimens and models available in the laboratory. However, students are
not allowed in the laboratory the day before an exam to allow the instructor to set up
the exam. The exam consists of stations that have tagged specimens, models, and/or
plastinated materials. Various types of questions are included on the exam, but they
focus mainly on identification of structures and include some clinically related
questions.

6.2.4 Experimental Design

The experiment was originally designed to compare three methods of review for the
practical exam, but a technical error in preparing the material led to it comparing only 2D videos vs the Guide. IRB approval was obtained “Protocol # 1302013333 “ to conduct
the research using a class of first year veterinary students in a gross anatomy course
that was part of the normal curriculum. All materials that identified any information
about individuals were destroyed by the end of the project. The approval can be seen in
appendix F.
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The class of 84 students was divided randomly into three groups, but the error reduced
it to two groups in which the video groups were combined. This caused the video group
to have twice the number of subjects contained in the Guide group. It was obvious for
the students which mode they were in because they had a DVD or no DVD. It is possible
that because students sometimes do not do reading assignments until the last minute
many of those who had DVDs did not bother to read.

All groups prepared the day before the practical laboratory exam session, by studying
the Guide or by interacting with a 2-D video designed to review the laboratory exam
materials. Students in the video group were encouraged to move backward and forward
in the video as needed to satisfy their feeling that they had prepared well for the
dissection. The video also contained multiple-choice questions designed to encourage
such exploration of the video. The multiple choice questions (5 questions) were
introduced at the beginning of the videos but without the choices. At the end of the
video the questions were repeated, but this time with choices and students were
required to answer to proceed. Students were able to get a feedback if the answer they
picked was correct or not but the results were not recorded.

The videos were produced by the researcher to review the anatomy of the chicken and
were of 10 min long. The videos were given on DVDs to students the day before their
laboratory exam to use as they desired. .
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Students reported to the practical exam session as usual. When the one-hour exam was
completed they were asked to complete a computer-based survey (approximately 10
minutes duration) designed by the researcher to assess attitudes toward various aspects
of the experiment. Student grades on the practical exam were used as the major source
of data for this experiment.

6.2.5 Data Collection
Data was collected from class practical exam grades and survey.
6.2.5.1 Practical Exam
Students took the practical class exam that tested their knowledge in gross anatomy.
The questions in their exam included both identification of structures and related
clinical questions.
6.2.5.2 Survey
Attitudinal surveys were taken after finishing the class practical exam. Questionnaire
contained multiple choice questions with 5-scale likert answers ranging from “strongly
agree” to “Strongly disagree” and three open-ended questions. Assessment included
degree of acceptance/satisfaction for each mode, whether presentation of materials
was informative, opinion as to whether the method was helpful in learning anatomy,
whether the materials in the learning method complemented the class materials
required for the course.
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6.2.6 Data Analysis
6.2.6.1 Quantitative Analysis
Statistical analysis included a one-way ANOVA using the SPSS program (Version 20-01)
with a P value set to 0.05. Results are presented in the figures as the mean plus/minus
SEM. Two sets of data were collected from the experiment, i.e., one set of data for each
treatment. Performance on the exam was analyzed and compared between the two
treatments, i.e., 2-D vs. Guide.

For the attitude surveys, comparisons between numbers of answers of each group were
used to show the preference of each group to different characteristics of each
treatment. All data collected was analyzed by SPSS statistics 20-01 software package.
Kruskal-Wallis test was used to find significance between the answers of each group and
for each treatment with p-value set to 0.05.

6.2.6.2 Qualitative Analysis
Open ended questions from attitude surveys were classified into groups of negative
versus positive comments for each teaching method as described in chapter 4 section
4.2.6.2.
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6.3

Results

6.3.1 Introduction
Previous experiments indicated that videos helped students to prepare for laboratory
dissections. Students strongly preferred them over the Guide and requested unlimited
access to them to prepare for the laboratory exam. Results of allowing such access are
reported next.
6.3.2 Quantitative Results
6.3.2.1 Practical Laboratory Exam
The 2-D video group performed better than the Guide group on the practical exam as
judged by grades on the exam (P=0.008, F (1, 28) = 9.1), Figure (46).
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Figure (46): Student Performance on the Practical Laboratory Exam
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6.3.2.2 Survey
Nearly all students completed the survey (93%; 78/84). As predicted, student’s answers
to the questions revealed that the video group was the best in all of the areas relative to
the Guide group with significance that reached P=0.0001 to 0.0007, depending on the
question, Figures (47-55). Students liked the video materials and stated that they were
very helpful to learn, review for the exam, and helped make the feel prepared for the
exam. Also the students pointed out the high quality of the images and their
effectiveness in learning anatomy.
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Figure (47): Student’s Perception of the Level of Helpfulness of the Learning
Methods Materials
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Figure (48): The Student’s perception of the helpfulness of the directional
questions at beginning of the video/ on the paper
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Figure (49): Student’s Perception of the Quality of the Materials
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Figure (50): Student’s Usage of the Assigned Learning Modality (i.e., Video or
Guide)
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Figure (51): Students’ Perception of the Level of Helpfulness of the Materials for
Learning Anatomy
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Figure (52): Student’s Consideration of Taking Another Class Having the Same
Instructional Method as Used in this Module
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Figure (53): Students’ Perception of Whether the Learning Module Helped them
the Best to Prepare for their Exam
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Figure (54): Students’ Belief that Students in the Other Group had an Advantage
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Figure (55): Student s’ Perception of Preparedness for the Practical Exam
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6.3.3 Qualitative Results
Table 12 presents the classified students’ comments in regard to the Guide and the 2-D
video materials.

The Guide group complained about not having access to the videos as supplements for
the Guide because the pictures in the Guide were not realistic. Also as mentioned in
previous chapters, the students reiterated their frustration of having few teaching
assistants to help them in their review and at the time of the dissection. Students had
few positive comments about the Guide.

The video group was very well perceived by students. As with previous videos produced,
the students liked the video quality, the visualization of the contents, helpfulness of the
video for both laboratory preparation and to review for exams, and also as a good study
aid. The few negative comments were not directly related to the video of the chicken for
which the experiment was designed. There were complaints of not having videos for the
pig anatomy. The A couple of students preferred to have the directional questions in
written format. One student had a technical problem playing the DVD on his personal
computer.
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Table 12 Classified Students’ Comments in Regard of the Learning Methods Used
Group

Negative comments

Count

Positive comments

Count

Guide

Lack of video supplementation

5

Location / function of

2

parts
Images not like real thing
Few TA's to help in laboratory /book

1

chicken learning

1

1

In control / no need

1

to change study
method
Group
2-D

Negative comments
Lack of pig video

Count
3

Positive comments
Easy / concise

Count
6

explanation & visual
of anatomy materials
Questions beginning / end not helpful –

3

Good for lab prep

5

1

Good review

3

Extra study aids

2

Quizzes to test

1

would be better in written format to
consider while watching video
Technical difficulties on my computer
(for both 2-D discs)

knowledge
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6.4

Discussion and Conclusion
6.4.1 Introduction

Students prefer to have extensive time in the laboratory to prepare for practical exams.
However, the normally free access is not possible the day before the exam because of
the time required by the instructor to set up the exam.

Students usually scramble the week of the exam to review the huge lists of structures
they had dissected in the laboratory, but time to do this is limited by requirements in
other courses. Because students had experienced the videos in previous experiments,
they expressed strong desire to have unlimited access to them for personal study.
Results of meeting this desire are discussed next.

6.4.2 Discussing the Results
As described at the beginning of this chapter, the experiment was originally designed to
compare the use of 2-D, 3-D, and Guide as review materials for a practical exam.
Because of the technical error, the experimental results compared only 2-D videos and
the Guide.

As expected from previous experiments on the use of videos to prepare for dissection,
the video group performed better than the Guide group, Figure (46). The 2-D video
group excelled in comparison to the Guide in all aspects tested. According to the
learning theories the Guide had failed to provide a good basis for anatomy, a visual
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science. Students confirmed this theoretical prediction by complaining that the Guide
lacked the video supplementation and images were not realistic images of structures on
the cadaver. Nevertheless, the students mentioned that the Guide was good to learn
the function of structures and the chicken anatomy, but the Guide failed to gain the
acceptance of students as a learning tool, Figures (52, 53).

Students strongly favored the 2-D video as a review tool for their laboratory exam,
Figures (48-54). One can see how students believed that the 2-D video is the most
helpful tool to review for the exam and helped their learning of anatomy. Also students
believed that they were very prepared to the exam when using the video, but that video
plus the Guide might lead to the best performance, Figure (55). It is noteworthy that the
students thought that other modalities had advantage in their learning, and this came
from the idea that there might be a 3-D video format that would provide a bonus depth
feature to other students.

The student’s negativity toward the 2-D video was not really related to the focus of the
research. Students would have preferred having a video of the pig anatomy, but only
chicken anatomy was the focus of the experiment. The other negativity was that
students would have preferred having the directional questions in another format so
they could refer to them while watching the videos; again this is not the focus of the
research. The directional questions were only a tool to make the students to watch
analytically and also to give them a perspective of the questions nature.
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The previous results proved how having representations in variety of ways help the
students while learning(Ertmer & Newby, 1993). The 2-D video provided two forms of
information, narration/text and visuals. Both worked according to the multimedia
cognitive learning theory in which both sources of information acted on the visual and
verbal systems and lead to better learning and storage of information(Mayer, 2005).

The Guide was violating the multimedia learning roles by offering limited visuals and
increasing the load on the students’ cognitive processing. While the video did the
opposite and helped to not only decrease the load on the student’s cognition, but also
helped engage the students in the dialogue through the interactive questions provided.
That was consistent with the explanation offered by Mayer and colleagues in terms of
the best practices to make the best out of a multimedia resource (Mayer, 2005; Mayer
& Moreno, 2002; Mayer & Sims, 1994).

6.5

Conclusion

Free access to high definition 2-D video resulted in higher performance on a
practical exam over chicken anatomy than did access to the Guide. It helped the
students to overcome the shortage in time and access to the cadavers in the
laboratory on the day before the exam.
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CHAPTER 7.

7.1

OVERALL SUMMARY OF ALL EXPERIMENTAL CONCLUSIONS

Videos as Tools for Anatomy Laboratory Dissection Preparation and Practical
Examination Review

The anatomy laboratory is a key component of the anatomy class. In the recent years,
anatomy classes have been negatively affected by the scarceness and the high expense
of the cadavers (Heylings, 2002; Older, 2004), inadequate pool of people pursuing
career in teaching gross anatomy (McCuskey et al., 2005), and reduced anatomy credit
hours in the curriculum (McKeown et al., 2003).

Experiments comparing 2-D, 3-D stereoscopic video and the Guide were conducted to
assess their relative value in overcoming some of the obstacles faced in teaching gross
anatomy. The results obtained in these experiments provided evidence that videos
exhibit strong potential for anatomy instruction. This was strongly evident by the
research presented in chapters 3, 4, 5, and 6. The students benefited from the 2-D and
stereoscopic 3-D videos in their preparation for the anatomy dissections, but
experiment described in chapter 6 revealed that 2-D videos were also useful aids in
reviewing for a practical exam.
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Visuals presented in the videos along with narration and pointers helped the students to
better prepare for the laboratory. This was a huge success of the research that
distinguished the videos in contrast to the traditional Guide method. Also it was a big
success to show how the 3-D video helped in advancing the anatomy learning and how
the stereoscopic 3-D delivery method affected the student’s attitude and the laboratory
results.

Videos were presented according to the roles of Cognitive Multi-Media Learning
Theory(Mayer, 2005). They had visuals along the side of narration and text that showed
the spelling of the new vocabulary. This combination of visuals and narration was
presented simultaneously and in categories according to the topic. Also the videos had
interactive questions that aimed to direct the students watching and give them example
of key information to focus on.

2-D video was perceived as the best, but 3-D was also well received so it is evident that
both can be valuable resources. Factors that appear to detract from 3-D stereoscopic
videos are the cost of preparing them, the cost of delivering them, and the fact that
approximately 5% of the population has difficulty forming 3-D images in their brain from
a stereoscopic 3-D image. 2-D would be the perfect choice for teaching in case the
instructor has students who are unable to detect stereoscopic imaging. The depth factor
that is offered by the 3-D is very important to first-time anatomy students. It helps to
provide a realistic image of what they are going to see in the laboratory and give them a
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better perspective of the location of the structure to be dissected in relation to other
surrounding structures.

Familiarity of information is very important in facilitating learning (Sweller & Chandler,
1994; Van Merriënboer et al., 2003). Videos help to provide learners with a foundation
for their knowledge in anatomy. Building information schema is very important in
anatomy especially with the huge amount of new knowledge to be introduced to
students in the first year.

Generally videos are a promising tool to the anatomy laboratory and the learning
process. This research has confirmed other studies that indicate imagery is a great
resource for making some content, e.g., a visual science like anatomy, meaningful to
learners (Berry et al., 1997; Gage & Berliner, 1998).

7.2

Potential Contributions to Instructional Design/Delivery

This research validated the positive effect of videos on learning. This research offers
some major points to consider when preparing your instructional design while using
videos in any format.

a)

Instructors should evaluate the instructional materials by measuring the overall

cognitive load. Overall cognitive load can be measured by using the mental effort rating
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scale. Generally educators need to make sure that their instruction maximizes the
germane cognitive load while decreasing the intrinsic and extrinsic cognitive loads.
Formula and further information can be found at (F. Paas et al., 2003b; F. G. Paas & Van
Merriënboer, 1993).

b)

Using a variety of visuals in anatomy teaching is very crucial. Students are

presented with huge amount of new knowledge and if instructors present them in
different ways then the students may obtain more benefit from the information(Ertmer
& Newby, 1993).

c)

The nature of the course materials is one limitation to instruction. Text based

instruction is valuable and sufficient for some topics, but others can be more effectively
presented with animations, video demonstrations, interactive games or puzzles, or
hands-on activities. There is no one perfect method of teaching. Instructors should mix
and match methods to best deliver the information to the learners.

d)

Engaging the learners in learning is crucial and increases their interest in the

materials being taught. The videos used in this research included multiple-choice
questions with the ability of students to check for their answers. When the students feel
they are part of the learning process and not only a receiver of the information then
they perform better.
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e)

Educators should make the materials meaningful to the learners. This is widely

done by using images and videos in instruction. Also interactive activities are highly
effective in learning.

f)

It is best to test the student ability to detect stereoscopic 3-D images if they are

included in the instruction. Some students do not have this ability and become
frustrated when forced to use them. Instructors should take this into consideration
when planning the instruction.
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Appendix D

Example of Quiz Questions

1. From your knowledge of the canine pelvis, order the following structures from
ventral to dorsal (you might have to use a structure more than once! If so,
duplicate the number as in, e.g., 3, 3)?
a. Testis
b. Pelvic symphesis
c. Urethra
d. Corpus cavernosum
e. Corpus spongiosum
f. Rectum
g. Prostate

2. What is the most correct directional relationship between the following pairs,
use ONE of the following terms : (dorsal, ventral, medial, lateral, cranial, caudal)

The Cranial Mesenteric Ganglion is ____________ to the Celiac Ganglia
The Caudal Mesenteric Ganglion is ___________ to the Aorta
The Cranial Mesenteric Artery is ________________ to the Celiac artery
The Major Splanchnic Nerve is ____________to the crus of the diaphragm
The Lumbar Arteries are

on the Aorta surface

The Jejunal Arteries are

to the Cranial mesenteric artery side

The right Renal artery is

to the left renal artery

3. Draw the following structure in-situ on the following sketch of the dog:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Aorta
Brachiocephalic Trunk
Thorasic duct
Vagus nerve
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

.

Phrenic nerve
Cervicothoracic Ganglion
Left Subclavian artery
Ansa Subclavia
Middle Cervical Ganglion
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Appendix E

Researcher’s Surveys

For this module, I was a member of the following learning group;


The Guide group



2D video group



3D stereoscopic video group

Preparing for this lab using this learning modality was the best


True



False

For me, the materials in this module were;


Very helpful



Moderately helpful



Not helpful

For me, the directional questions at beginning of the video/ on the paper were;


Very helpful



Moderatly helpful



Not helpful

The images in this module were of;


High Quality



Medium Quality



Low Quality

181

I used the assigned learning modality ( e.g. video DVD or textbook);


yes



No

The materials of this module were helpful in my learning anatomy;


Strongly Agree



Agree



Neutral



Disagree



Strongly Disagree

I would consider taking another class having the same instructional method as I used
this module to prepare for the laboratory;


Strongly Agree



Agree



Neutral



Disagree



Strongly Disagree

I would say that my team did-------------- quality dissection of the dog;


Excellent



Very Good



Good



Average



Poor

the time spent in studying in this module was (Please write HOURS done at home and hours done at
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school);
At home
At School

I believe students using the other modalities had an advantage in their learning;


Strongly Agree



Agree



Neutral



Disagree



Strongly Disagree

Going to the lab I felt;


Very well prepared to start my dissection



Moderately well prepared to start my dissection



Not well prepared to start my dissection



Had no clue what to expect

Going to the Exam, I felt:


Very well prepared.



Moderately well prepared.



Not well prepared.



Had no clue what to expect.

What did you like about the learning method you were assigned to?
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What DIDN'T you like about the learning method you were assigned to?

Additional comments:

.
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This volunteer work provided me with more leadership skills and ability to work in a
diverse community. Also it provided me with skills to develop curricula and evaluating
teachers, students and teaching-learning process in the school.
Poster presenter at the 3 rd. annual Next Generation Scholars Research Fair
Fall
2012
Purdue University
WEST LAFAYETTE, IN
This research fair is for graduate students to have chance to present and discuss their
research to high ability middle school students from Tecumseh Junior High School. It
helps to improve teaching and communication skills
Organizer of Animal Welfare Awareness session for youth group 2012
Islamic Community of Greater Lafayette youth group
WEST LAFAYETTE, IN
This session was arranged with the Tippecanoe County Exotic Animal Sanctuary to give
youths information about what to expect of and how to take care of animals. This
helped to introduce my major as a veterinarian to the youth by teaching them more
about being a veterinarian and helping animals
Work Collaboration with Purdue University
Spring 2013
Purdue University
WEST LAFAYETTE, IN
Purdue University School of Veterinary Medicine (Comparative Anatomy II course) will
adopt the videos and images produced for anatomy for teaching in the class
Judge in Science Fair
Spring 2013
St. Boniface Catholic School
LAFAYETTE, IN
Lafayette Catholic Schools Education Fair
Explored the secondary school aged students’ posters in science, this helped in getting
more experience of how to be a good mentor and assess others work of different ages
and levels
Invited speaker discussion Panel
Purdue University

Spring 2013
WEST LAFAYETTE, IN

Euthanasia discussion Panel for VM 80900 (International Veterinary Medicine class)
Discussed the different cultural believes and regulations in terms of the animal rights
and regulations of euthanasia
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EXCELLENCE IN TEACHING:
AWARDS
2013 Graduate school’s Excellence in Teaching Award
Purdue University
WEST LAFAYETTE, IN

April 2013

The Graduate School’s Excellence in Teaching Award is an honorary award and Purdue
University’s highest award in recognition of graduate student teachers. It is given to only
four graduate student teachers at the University level.
CETA Teaching Award
Purdue University

April 2010
WEST LAFAYETTE, IN

The Committee for the Education of Teaching Assistants(CETA) Teaching Award is an
award that is given to nominated teaching assistant (TA) through the department of
each school according to excellence in teaching and good evaluations from students and
instructor to the TA nominated
Travel Award
April 2012
AAA EB 2012 Annual Conference
SAN DIEGO, CA
Travel award given to only finalist’s presenters to attend and present in the American
Association of Anatomists annual conference
CERTIFICATION
AGTC (Advanced Graduate Teaching Certificate) Spring 2009
Purdue University
WEST LAFAYETTE, IN

GTC (Graduate Teaching Certificate)
Spring 2008
Purdue University
WEST LAFAYETTE, IN
Center for Instructional Excellence (CIE)
Graduate Teaching Certificate (GTC) and Advanced Graduate Teaching Certificate
(AGTC) are two certificates that are awarded to teaching assistants as a result of
continuous training though the Teaching for Excellence Program at Purdue University.
Completing the needed criteria for the two certificates included several workshop and
seminars such as: Giving Students Feedback, When Students Challenge Your Authority,
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Bridging World to Your Class Room through Digital Technology, Writing Portfolio,
Teachers – Students Relationship, Lecturing Techniques, Using Discussion. These
workshops and consulting with CIE faculty strengthened my teaching philosophy and
gave me the confidence to teach more effectively.

TEACHING PRESENTATIONS:
INVITED SPEAKER
University of California Davis

September 2013
Davis, CA

School of Veterinary Medicine
Presentation title: “Do Videos Improve Student Laboratory Dissection and Examination
Performance”
INVITED SPEAKER
University of California Davis

September 2013
Davis, CA

School of Veterinary Medicine
Presentation title: “Impact of Changing Curricula and Technology on Anatomy
Education: Opportunities and Challenges”
INVITED SPEAKER
United Arab Emirates University

May 2010

United Arab Emirates School of Medicine
Presentation title: “The Historic Teaching of Anatomy and the Trend towards Digital
Media”
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MULTI-MEDIA TEACHING MATERIALS PRODUCTION
2-D and 3-D stereoscopic teaching videos and images production 2008-2010
Purdue University
WEST LAFAYETTE, IN
Purdue University College of Veterinary Medicine
Department of basic medical sciences
2-D and Stereoscopic 3-D videos and images has been produced from recording the
dissection of: dog, horse, goat, chicken (male and female), and human (male and
female). This helped to give more experience with the dissection process as well as
producing teaching materials for the students to use as a learning aid in preparation to
the laboratory session and also as a review tool for their exams

PUBLICATIONS AND POSTER PRESENTATIONS:

2014
“2-D and 3-D Stereoscopic Videos Used as Pre-Anatomy Lab Tool Improve Students’
Examination Performance in Veterinary Gross Anatomy Course”. Sereen Alkhalili, and
Gordon L Coppoc. Journal of Veterinary Medical Education (JVME).
2012
“The Use of 3-D Stereoscopic and 2-D Videos as Pre-Lab Tool for Anatomy Dissection”.
Sereen Alkhalili, Kevin Hannon and Gordon L Coppoc. The 3 rd. annual Next Generation
Scholars Research Fair Booklet, Purdue University, Indiana. Fall 2012
“The Use of 3-D Stereoscopic and 2-D Videos as Pre-Lab Tool for Anatomy Dissection”
(Poster Finalist). Sereen Alkhalili, Kevin Hannon and Gordon L Coppoc. AAA
Experimental Biology Annual Meeting Proceedings, San Diego Convention Center,
California. April 2012
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“The Use of 3-D Stereoscopic and 2-D Videos as Pre-Lab Tool for Anatomy Dissection”.
Sereen Alkhalili, Kevin Hannon and Gordon L Coppoc. Phi Zeta Research Day Omicron
Chapter Proceedings, Veterinary Medicine School, Purdue University, Indiana. April
2012
“The Use of 3-D Stereoscopic and 2-D Videos as Pre-Lab Tool for Anatomy Dissection”.
Sereen Alkhalili, Kevin Hannon and Gordon L Coppoc. Annual Graduate Student
Educational Research Symposium (AGSERS) Proceedings, School of Education, Purdue
University, Indina. Mar 2012
“The Effect of 2-D and Stereoscopic 3-D videos on student learning and performance in
gross anatomy” (Platform Presentation Finalist). Sereen Alkhalili, Kevin Hannon and
Gordon L Coppoc. AAA Regional Meeting Proceedings, Rush University, Chicago Illinois.
Feb 2012
2011
“Stereoscopic 3-D and 2-D videos as an aid to learning gross anatomy”. Sereen
Alkhalili, Kevin Hannon and Gordon L Coppoc. Phi Zeta Research Day Omicron Chapter
Proceedings, Veterinary Medicine School, Purdue University, Indiana. April 2011
2010
“Stereoscopic 3-D videos as an aid to learning gross anatomy”. Sereen Alkhalili, Kevin
Hannon and Gordon L Coppoc. Phi Zeta Research Day Omicron Chapter Proceedings,
Veterinary Medicine School, Purdue University, Indiana. April 2010

MEMBERSHIP:
Member of the Jordanian Veterinarian Association, Jordan 2004-2013
Member of World Veterinary Anatomist Association (WAVA) 2008-present
Member of the American Veterinary Anatomist Association (AVAA) 2008-present
Member of the American Association of Anatomists (AAA) 2009-present
Member of the American Association of Clinical Anatomists (AACA) 2010-present
Member of the Association for the Study of Medical Education (ASME) 2010-present
Member of Phi Zeta the honor society of veterinary medicine
2011-present

